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“Plan your work and
work your plan”
The painstaking wage earner plans his work and is paid
in proportion to the value of his methods and plans.
Include in your plan the depositing of your wage in an
Interest Account in this Trust Company, and by systematically working this plan your future as a wage

earner will be secured.

The Dayton Savings 6 Trust Co.
108 South Main Street

~The New Year is
a good tine to begin to advertise

Tell the “Man” you saw his ad. in The Exponent

The McCabe-Shepherd-Coe Co.
O. P. McCabe, Pres.
Jane Coe Gardner, V. Pres.
Bruce C. Shepherd, Sec’y-Treas.

SECOND FLOOR, REIBOLD BUILDING
Phones:

Bell 526, Home 4728 and 6665

Representing Leading Fire, Casualty and Bonding Companies
Prompt and experienced service in all Insurance lines

QUALITY
CUT RATE DRUGS

PRETZINGER
33 East Third Street

Mike A. Nipgen & Company
Wholesale and Retail Dealers in All Kinds of

WINES AND LIQUORS
Sole Owners of Nipgen’s Malt Rye
The Best for the Palate and Medicinal Purposes in the World.
Distributers of Sheboygan Mineral Water and World

Famous

Bell Phone 397.

Ginger Ale and Sunny

Brook

Whiskey.

136 E. THIRD STREET

Home 2397.

Our Line of

Sporting Goods
Please the Athletes at St. Mary’s
College. No Better Goods Made.
Send for Catalog.

The Draper & Maynard Co.
PLYMOUTH, N. H.
Tell the “Man” you saw his ad. in The Exponent

Bell Phone Main 413

Home Phone 2413

The Weakley & Worman Co.
Wholesale Grocers

DAYTON

OHIO

500 East Third Street

The Cappel Furniture Co.
HOME FURNISHINGS

Furniture
Carpets, Stoves, Linoleum
Those who seek newer ideas, choice patterns or a
greater degree of exclusive designs, will do well to inspect our immense line of House Furnishings always
on display at prices lower than others dare to ask.
Largest in Ohio—Pioneer Credit House

South of Old Post-office
“The Wayne”

215-221 South Main St.
121-123-125 East Fifth St.

Tell the “Man” you saw his ad. in The Exponent

Prince’s Toric Lenses
Every Optician in town is ready to
serve you. But EYESIGHT is PRICELESS.
Right Glasses are important.
Will you place yourself in doubtful or
incompetent hands?
PRINCE’S TORIC LENSES can not
be bought of any other houses no matter what they claim.

Don’t Visit Cincinnati

Without Calling On Us
And have your sight fitted
with a pair of PRINCE’S
Celebrated Toric Lenses.

—

Optician
108 W. Fourth St.

PHONES—Main 830, Main 832, Main 833, Main 834, Main 835.

A. Janszen & Co.
Wholesale

Grocers

S. E. Corner Second and Walnut Streets
101 to 117 East Second Street

CINCINNATI, OHIO
Just say—‘Exponent”’ and please our advertisers
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The Dying Dear
Joun B. Krizioran, ‘18
Ye revellers, hark!
Thy ceaseless mirth suppress

For death is nigh. Dost hear
The sounding stroke of midnight hours
As struck from yon’ dark conning tower

Unto the dying year?
Ye bells, be still!

Thy sounds of joy repress
At New Year’s birth.

Dost fear

Not that Old Time shall make thee bow
In sorrow and in pain, as now

Is bowed the dying year?
Ye souls, be glad!

Let not vain hopes impress
Thy dying heart. All’s clear
Beyond, where sin in absence dwells.

Then go, and give what God compels
E’en with the dying year.

No.
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WAS IT A FAILURE?
CHARLES E. Roserts, 718
N last Easter Monday, before the citizens of this great Republic had quite recovered from the joyous festivities of
the preceding day, the startling information reached our
shores that Ireland was in revolt. At first the news was
meager, but gradually details of the struggle began to filter through
the censored press. The Irish had seized Dublin and proclaimed a

Republic—so we were informed.

Then English troops were poured

against them,—five, ten and finally twenty thousand.

For a week,

800 brave Irishmen held out against these odds, but at length were
overcome by sheer numbers. The short-lived Irish Republic was at
an end. Then followed one of those dastardly crimes that have so
often stained the pages of English history. After the mere semblance of a trial, a typical British mockery of justice, sixteen of the
most gentle, cultured and educated men in Ireland were condemned
to death. Some were shot at once without even being allowd to see
a priest; others were held over a few hours and granted that inestimable favor. James Connolly, the Commander-in-chief of the Irish
army, who was so badly wounded that he was unable to stand to
face the firing squad, was nursed along for a few days, and then was
propped up in a chair to meet the same fate as his fellow-patriots. |
Roger Casement, the greatest leader of them all, was locked up in an

English dungeon to await trial by his peers.
Thus ended in dismal failure another reckless attempt at Irish
freedom.
Brave but foolhardy souls,—poets and _ schoolmasters,

dreamers of a free Irish nation,—what else could one expect from
their efforts but failure? So thought many people, and so, too, thought
England. But was the Irish rebellion a failure? Did it utterly fail

to accomplish its purpose?

Is Ireland no better off today for her

rebellion? Let us briefly review the main facts of the case and then
we may be better able to judge for ourselves.
As you all know, there are two factions in Ireland, the Catholics
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and the Orangemen. Before the outbreak of the war, it looked as if
civil strife would be precipitated at any moment, but when the European war broke out, both sides apparently forgot their grievances.
The Orangemen were enlisted in the English army, but were not
sent to the front. An active campaign was begun to recruit the

Catholic Irish into the English army.

This met with little success.

Then conscription was contemplated, but England hesitated. She
doubted if it could be done. After bitter debate, conscription was

applied to England, Scotland and Wales, yet England hesitated when
it came to Ireland. She wished to conscript Ireland more than the
other countries, but she feared to try it. The Irish Volunteers were
armed. In desperate straits on the Continent, England finally decided to make the attempt. As a preliminary step she began to dis-

arm the Irish. This was the signal for revolt. The Irish knew what
disarming meant. They must fight now,—fight for England or fight
for Ireland,—fight for their ancient enemy against a people with whom
they had no grievance, or fight for their own, their native land now
threatened with fresh oppression. They chose the nobler part, and

under the leadership of Patrick Pearse and James Connolly, resisted
this last act of tyranny with all the strength they could muster. The
result you all know.
England planned and hoped by a few cruel strokes to crush that

rebellious spirit which 300 years of oppression had never stifled.. With
her leaders killed, Ireland would despair of resistance and tamely
submit to conscription,—so thought England.

But, oh! what a blun-

der! What a fatal mistake! Scarcely had the breath of life departed
from the bodies of her martyred leaders, than there flamed up all over

Ireland a spirit that alarmed and astounded England. The same
fires of patriotism that thrilled the hearts of Wolf Tone and Robert
Emmett, now burst forth within the hearts of all true Irishmen. Timid

voices that spoke with bated breath, now grew bold and defiant. Conscription posters were torn down and destroyed.

Emblems of the

Irish Republic were proudly worn. “Who fears to speak of Easter
Week” became the popular song, and all joined in the singing. John
McNeill, a professor of Irish History, who was sentenced to life imprisonment because he dared to raise his voice in protest of Ireland’s
wrongs, was unanimously elected President of the Gaelic League,

the highest gift in the hands of the Irish people. Thousands of Irishmen, who before the rebellion, were opposed to armed resistance,
now flocked to the standard of the National Volunteers. Not since

the days of Daniel O’Connell was there a greater union throughout
all Ireland; not since the days of 98 was that spirit of nationalism
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more madly rampant; not since the breaking of the Treaty of Limerick did that undying hatred of England burn more fiercely. So
intense was the excitement, so bitter the feeling, that John Redmond,
that traitor who had previously led the recruiting campaign, now
dared not ask an Irishman to enlist. He even declared that it would
be sheer madness for Parliament to attempt to enforce conscription

in Ireland.
This was one great result of the Irish rebellion.
ous souls sacrificed that thousands might live.

A few gener-

Were it not for them,

the flower of Ireland’s youth would have been snatched from home
and country and shipped away like dumb, driven cattle to the slaughter; were it not for them, Ireland today would lie prostrate and helpless at her master’s feet, robbed of her last defense,—the brave hearts

of her loyal, devoted sons; were it not for them, many a young Irishman would today be sleeping the sleep of death in a lonely, unknown

grave in Flanders,—fighting for a cause that was not his own. Yet,
they tell us the Irish rebellion wasa failure!
But this was not the only result of the rebellion. It served to
unmask England before the world. She had assured us that Ireland
was loyally supporting her in the war, but by the rebellion Ireland
showed the world where her sympathies lay. While on the one hand
England was telling the world that she was in the war for no other
purpose save to preserve the freedom of small nationalities, on the
other hand she was crushing with merciless brutality the aspirations
of a people who were seeking naught but that very freedom. While
on the one hand she was canting her hypocritical song of fighting
the battles of humanity, on the other hand she was violating every
law of decency and humanity, yea, the international law of every

civilized nation on the face of the globe by murdering Irish prisoners
of war who surrendered under the flag of truce, with weapons in their

arms. While on the one hand she was virtuously denouncing “barbarous” Germany for horrible atrocities she never committed, and
styling the Kaiser “The King of the Huns,” on the other hand she
was committing crimes in Ireland that would make a Turk blush with
shame.

Yea, even to this very day England gluts her foul revenge

over the dead bodies of her martyred victims.

Even to this day she

has denied every request from heart-broken mother, wife and sister,
that they be allowed only the privilege of burying their loved ones in

consecrated ground. “Protector of small nationalities!’ “Champion
of humanity!” The mockery of it all!
So effectively did the Irish rebellion tear away England’s cloak
of hypocrisy, that her most ardent supporters in this country were
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forced to denounce her. The most rabid pro-Ally papers in the United States condemned her inhuman tactics; her strongest upholders

in Congress cried shame upon her.

And don’t forget that the peti-

tion which the United States Government sent to England, asking
for a delay in the execution of Roger Casement, the purest patriot

since the days of George Washington, don’t forget that this petition
was received and noted by British authorities two days before he was

hanged, in plenty of time to stay the execution, and not after his
death as the lying press reports stated. Not even the twice-repeated
plea of Pope Benedict for clemency in favor of this illustrious pris-

oner availed a tittle.

No; nothing could deter this mongrel govern-

ment from completing her feast of blood.

She had Casement in her

clutches now, the man she hated and feared most next to the Kaiser,

the flower and the pride of the Irish nation. It was not until the rope
was taut around his broken neck that she was satisfied.
Besides revealing England in her true colors the Irish rebellion
also served to unite in a bond of friendship two peoples who had for

a long time misunderstood each other, namely, the Germans and the
Irish. No one seems to know just what it was that ever caused such
high feeling and jealousy to exist between these two peoples. It may
have started as a school-boy rivalry and spread up the ranks, or it
may have started up the ranks and come down. I do not know. At
any rate, today it is confined chiefly to school boys or to some school
boys of larger growth, and even these young patriots recite in glee-

ful unison:
“Treland was Ireland when England wasn’t much,
And Ireland will be Ireland when England is Dutch.”
By this uprising, Germany saw that the Irish were not enlisting
to fight against her, but were sympathizing with her and praying for
success to her arms. The Irish likewise saw that the Germans were

not the “barbarous Huns” which the “Mistress of Lies” had pictured
them to be, but were a brave people fighting for a cause similar to
their own. Scarcely a week passes without greetings of friendship
and mutual sympathy being exchanged between German and Irish
societies which formerly held aloof. Nay, more! In many places
Germans have contributed generously to the huge Irish relief fund

that is being raised to alleviate the distress in the Emerald Isle. The
Irish prisoners in Germany are treated as friends, not as enemies,
and they in turn have been straining every effort to harvest Germany’s abundant crops, to keep order among the other prisoners, to
help her in any way they can to show their gratitude. And wasn’t it

the Kaiser who offered a safe asylum to Roger Casement, when Eng-
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land forced him to flee from Norway, after placing a price on his
head?

It was the Kaiser, again, who sent a boatload of guns and

ammunition to sore-oppressed Ireland in the hour of her greatest
need.

This friendship augurs well for Ireland’s future freedom and independence, for, if Germany is in a position at the end of the war to
dictate the terms of peace, there is no doubt but that Ireland will be

a free nation. An independent Ireland would be a death-blow to England‘s security against a naval foe, a condition upon which Germany
would certainly insist. Besides, have not the past few weeks seen
the restoration to freedom of a nation long held in bondage? If a
merciful God has rewarded a long-suffering Poland with her freedom,
surely He cannot fail to remember a nation which has never relinquished her rightful claim to freedom, which through centuries of

persecution and misery has preserved intact that glorious faith which
He entrusted to her at the hands of St. Patrick.

Yes; Ireland’s deliy-

erence may be closer than we expect, for England’s hold on power
will be broken forever when her fleet is destroyed by the German
submarine. The man who invented the first submarine was an Irishman named John Holland; and it was his daily prayer that one day

his invention would put an end to Britain’s sea power.

Who knows

but that prayer will be answered before the final chapter in Europe’s

bloody struggle is written!
Far from being a failure, thekefors: the Irish rebellion has gained
more for Ireland than ages of suffering and passive resistance would
have brought her.
It has forever removed the danger of conscription from the Emerald Isle; it has unmasked England before the world; it has enlisted

the sympathy of all lovers of liberty; it has gained the valuable friendship of Germany; it has united Irishmen the world over, and especially in Ireland. It has aroused that spirit of nationality and freedom from its fatal indifference; it has instilled into the hearts of
Erin’s sons a determination and a confidence such as Ireland has not
experienced for centuries. Throughout the length and breadth of
the land there is echoed and re-echoed the words of Thomas Moore:

“OQ Freedom, ’tis better to bleed for an age at thy shrine
Than to sleep for a moment in chains.”
And while she lies helpless today, stricken with grief at the loss
of her noble leaders, her constant, unwavering prayer is that her

age-long hope may at length be realized, the hope that when her
oppressor shall have followed the paths of other oppressors, and lies
in her final resting place in the graveyard of fallen nations, Ireland
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can come forth to take her rightful place among the nations of the
world. Then will Robert Emmett’s epitaph be written. Then will
be fulfilled the prophecy of her poet when he said:
“The nations have fallen and thou art still young;
Thy star is but rising while others have set;

And though dark cloud o’er thy morning has hung,
The full noon of freedom shall beam on thee yet.

Erin, oh Erin, though long in the shade,
Thy star will shine forth when others shall fade.”

Sammy Parker—Office Boy
CLIFFORD STUHLMUELLER, 718

ae

AY, hasn’t that kid got back yet?

For the love of Pete,

he’s about the slowest that we ever had; and believe
me, we've had some slow ones.”
The city editor paused, then walked over to the switchboard operator.

“Say, Mamie, as soon as you spot that kid, I want you to send
him to me.”
Mamie lifted her beautifully darkened eyebrows and gave the
city editor a soul-devouring glance; and they were some glances,

too.

Mamie certainly did have the eyes.

That’s the reason she got

the job. Mamie merely replied, “Yes, sir, Mr. Barden.”
A door slammed, then another, with a little more accent on the
slam. A pair of feet shuffled through the hall. Finally, the door to

the editorial rooms got its share.

It slammed.

Enter,—the office

boy.

“Say, I didn’t tell you to make those pencils, did I? What’s the
matter?

Did another freight train stop you?

I told you to— Well,

for the love of Pete, where did you get it? ” The “it” meant an eye
that was fast becoming discolored and swollen.
“Had a fight.”
“A fight, eh? It certainly looks like you got the worst of it.

That’s a peach that he gave you.”
“Yes, but you ought to see him.

He’s got two of them.”

The city editor laughed. “What did you get into a scrap about?”
The boy shuffled his feet as if embarrassed.
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“He said he could make a better detective than me.
And when I got through with him he said so, too.”

“Well, we won’t argue‘about it.

Where’s those pencils?”

“I lost them, sir.”

“You lost them!”

But he can’t.

'

The city editor’s face registered about 98

degrees Fahrenheit. “You get out of here and if you ain’t back in
three minutes with those pencils I'll skin you alive.”
The boy went. He was back in two minutes and twenty-nine
seconds.
“Here you are, sir!”
The city editor grabbed the pencils. “I told you to get blue
ones, didn’t I? Well, I guess these will do. Now clear out of here.”

The boy paused, then went over to Mamie, the switchboard operator.

Mamie was chewing her gum listlessly.
“Mamie, I feel rotten. 1 think Mr. Barden’s got it in for me.

Anyway, he’s always bawling me out.

But there’s one person here

I like, even if the whole bunch has got it in for me.” Mamie chewed
her gum expectantly. She knew what was coming. “That’s you,
Mamie. Say, Mamie, got any more gum?” Mamie produceda stick

from a plentiful supply.

She never offered the boy the whole pack.

Mamie knew better than that.

The boy crammed the. stick into his mouth and seated himself
upon a high stenographer’s chair.

He crossed his knees, and as if

arriving at an important decision, blurted out, “Mamie, you know
what I’m going to be?

I’m going to be a detective.

Mr. Barden

said he thought I’d make a good one, but I think he was spoofing
me. He said that I couldn’t even catch an inspiration. Mamie, what’s
an inspiration?” Mamie told him. The boy continued, “I told Mr. —
Barden that I’d bet that I could catch the guy that swiped old man
Morton’s money.

You heard of Mr. Morton, didn’t you?—the fel-

low what had his wad pinched on Main Street the other day.

The

paper said that the thief was a nice looking guy, and that he wore

a brown mustache and that he had a deep scar behind his left ear.
Mr. Morton said he’d be damned if he’d let anybody pinch his wad.
Mamie, you don’t care if I say damn, do you?”

Mamie gave him an indifferent answer.

She’d heard the word

before. Suddenly she became busy with several calls.
shuffled from the room.

The boy

Now the name of this particular office boy was Sammy. His
fond parents had named him Samuel. But in a case of emergency
he had several names. When the city editor was extremely busy,
Sammy’s name was “Hey, you;’ when mad, “the darn kid.” And
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That was the day that Mr.

Barden had caught him reading the “Burlesque Review.”

Sammy

never understood why Mr. Barden had given him such an awful
bawling out that day. He’d seen nothing wrong in looking at the
pictures of people in bathing suits.

His age?
age.

Sammy was eternally feminine with regard to his

The reason was that Sammy never knew for sure, himself. On

the day that he had gotten the job it was, “Oh!—about twelve years
old.” He had been with the firm for two years.
Sammy had one big ambition, and what American boy hasn’t
got a dozen of them? Sammy’s big ambition was to get on the police court beat. As he had always said, he was “just waitin’ for a
chance.”
About two weeks later, Sammy appeared at the office in an unusual condition.

His shoes were shined, his face was clean, his hair

was combed, and you couldn’t tell by looking at the front of his shirt
what he had eaten for breakfast. Compared to his former appearances, he was indeed a revelation. With a decisive step he walked

directly over to the desk of Mr. Barden.
“Mr. Barden, I would like to be promoted.” ‘The boy stopped
and fidgeted with his cap. Mr. Barden looked up.
“Why, good morning, Sammy. What makes you so prompt this
morning?”

The boy repeated, “I want to be promoted.”
“You want a promotion, eh?

What kind of promotion do you

think you deserve?”
The boy told him.
“T’d like to help Mr. Cameron on the police court news.

I know

all the cops in town, and I’m sure that I could get some good dope
from them, and a—Mr. Barden, | a—would like to be promoted.”

“Sammy, you come to see me about ten o’clock this morning,
when I’m not so busy, and I’ll teli you what I'll do.”
Promptly at ten o’clock Sammy appeared on deck.
eyed the boy humorously.

Mr. Barden

“Sammy, I’ve been thinking over the matter. Now, how am I to
know whether you would make a good helper on the police court
news? First I must discover whether you have any power of observation. Have you?”

Sammy said that he didn’t know, but thought he had.
The city editor scratched his head pensively, smoothed down his

hair for the steenth time that day and continued.
plan to find that out.

“I havealittle

There’s the big race down at the track today.
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I have a hunch that the fellow that stole Mr. Morton’s money is going to be there to bet some of the coin. You know his description,

don’t you, particularly about the scar behind his left ear.

You go

down there today and if you can spot that fellow, call a detective
and have him arrested. Ill promote you and give you ten dollars
besides. Just take the day off and see what you can do.”

The boy left immediately.
After he had left, Mr. Barden relaxed his serious features and
began to smile. In fact, he laughed out loud several times. Finally,
he called for Cameron, the police court reporter.

“Cameron, Sammy just asked to be promoted, and he wants to
help you out. I know that he can’t do much, but there may be something in the boy. I have never refused a fellow a chance. I want
to test him. You paint a scar behind your left ear and put on one of
those fake brown mustaches. Go down to the race track today and

pick up some news.

If the kid can pick you out of that crowd, I’ll

know that he has some power of observation, and that’s one big asset
to a successful reporter. If you are arrested or detained, just call
me up and I'll fix everything.”
Cameron didn’t look as though he wanted the job very badly.

However, he assented to the plan of his chief.
All that afternoon the city editor felt uneasy, as if something
important were going to happen. He often thought of Sammy that
afternoon. Possibly, it was unjust to the boy to send him on such
a wild-goose chase.

His conscience bothered him, and even city

editors have a conscience,—that is, as a rule. Along about five-thirty,
Mr Barden closed his desk. He decided to send a messenger to the
boy’s home to see whether he had gotten into any trouble. Somehow
or other he felt that something was impending.
As he donned his coat he heard a loud commotion in the hall

below.

This time it sounded like a runaway. The door nearly burst

from its hinges, and in rushed Sammy the office boy—this time, very,

very officiously. Closely behind him, followed him of the scar
and fake mustache, the erstwhile police reporter, Mr. Cameron.
“Hey, Mr. Barden, I got ’im, I got ’im,—down by the race horse

track.

I called Flanagan, you know him,—Detective Flanagan. And

he’s fessed up, too.”
Mr. Barden could hardly keep from laughing. He turned to
him of the fake mustache and false scar, and said, “Well, Cameron,
what have you to say?”

“What have I got to say?
tried to make a fool out of me.

Why, you homely galoot, you’ve
He doesn’t mean me.

He’s got the
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real guy. It was Hagan, you know, the fellow that pulled the job
over at Rothchild’s. He was laying low in one of the stables. How
in the thunder the kid found him is more than I can tell.”

O88
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He, of the fake mustache, grunted.
He, of the editorial chair, whistled.
The office boy merely grinned, and said, “Say, Mr. Barden, do
I get that ten dollars?”

The Owl Car
¥

OOO
DANIEL CoLLIns, 18

HE owl car, like the penitentiary, is a great American institution. There are certain striking resemblances between

them.

Both are useful and both are abused and maligned

—the penitentiary by prisoners, politicians and a few respectable people, and the owl car mostly by its patrons. The warden
conducts the penitentiary, and the conductor conducts the owl car.

In prison, the guards watch you; as soon as you alight from an owl
car the policeman claps his eyes on you. Moreover, both penitentiary
and street car contain a certain shocking element. In the former,

this element sends a man to his doom; in the latter, by propelling
the car, it sends him to his wife—which is just as bad, perhaps, as

the chair.
Have you ever waited for an owl car? Jones did. He stood on
the corner in the small hours of the winter morning and stamped

and fumed and muttered incoherent things about railway officials and
cars in general, and about this car in particular. Cars were a nuisance,
anyhow, he thought. He dropped his head farther into his coat col-

lar and gazed belligerently into the night. Then he straightened up
and felt for his pipe. He found it, filled it, and had just struck a
match to light it when the car turned the corner above and bore
down upon him.

Throwing away the match, he stepped aboard.

After paying his fare, he settled gratefully into a rear seat and sighed
comfortably. What a blessing owl cars were! Being now in a contented frame of mind, he looked curiously at his fellow-passengers.
Directly across the aisle, a rather well-dressed young man

slouched in his seat.

His face would have betokened intelligence, if
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its owner had not been in a state in which we frequently see prunes.
Jones knew the fellow and knew also that the latter’s salary was not
large. Why should a man be in that condition?
throw away his money, life, and soul for nothing?
to himself that the question bewildered him.

Why should he
Jones confessed

He turned from the drunkard and saw a middle-aged gentleman seated at about the middle of the car. The man’s appearance
proclaimed the upright, prosperous business gentleman. A_ satchel
standing in the aisle beside him indicated a probable journey for
commercial purposes. But the next morning the papers printed a
photograph of the man, with the news that Jim Clyde, alias John
White, had been captured the night before in an attempt to board a
train for Denver. Valuable jewels were found in his possession. But
Jones did not know that until morning.
Just ahead sat a chap about twenty-five years old.

His face was

marked with smudges of dirt, and his clothes bore a similar appearance.

One arm was carried in a sling, and at times twitches of pain

shot across his face.

He had been hurt at work.

Jones observed,

however, that the countenance was singularly free from anxiety, and
that the good hand of the workman reposed in a coat-pocket. At that
moment, the car swung violently around a curve. The man quickly
slipped the free hand from his pocket to save the injured member a
bump. Swift as the movement was, though, Jones caught a glimpse
of the beads—and understood.
At a corner the car stopped and a woman got aboard. Jones

wondered.

What was a woman doing alone at this hour? ‘This wo-

man was a lady, not a thing of the wine-rooms and streets. In appearance she was young; in dress and actions, modest. Her movements bespoke a quiet dignity and reserve. But her face was marked
by anxiety and grief. Jones learned why when he overheard her ask
the conductor to stop at the hospital. A sick friend, or relative, prob- >
ably, was passing through a crisis, or hurt in an accident. But why

was she unaccompanied?

Jones did not know.

Still more, he did

not realize that there were “more things in heaven and earth” than
he dreamt of.

The conductor called the name of Jones’ street and he alighted
and started home.

The policeman on the corner divided his atten-

tion between the owl and the incoming milkman.

And all the while

Jones was thinking, thinking about the occupants of the owl car.
While he thought, he asked himself these things: “Who were those

people?

Why were they there?)

position did he occupy in life?

Why had he been there?

What

Was he grasping his opportunities
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early in life, or was he wasting them? Was he waiting for the owl
car of opportunities, or was he riding on an early car? Which car

of success and virtue was he riding on, the first or the last?”
On which car are you riding?

News from Japan
Rev. NicHoias WALTER, S. M.
have nothing very particular to say about the year which has
been normal for us in all respects. All our schools in Japan
have increased considerably in the course of the year. In
Tokyo we have now 930 boys, ranging from six to eighteen
years of age, all pretty Japanese boys, and belonging to many of the

highest families of the country. In Osaka we have now 750 boys, all
sons of merchants and business men. In Nagasaki we have 370 boys,
and in Yokohama, where we take only foreign, i. e., European and
American boys, we have now 180 boys, a number nobody had ever
dreamt of. About 140 was about all our most sanguine hopes ever
dared to hope for. This comes greatly from the American soul now
running through the school and animating all the work.
One of our American professors, Bro. William Abromitis, passed
here sometimes ago on his way to Nagasaki. He is a very excellent

acquisition for Japan. He will certainly do us much good.

I greatly

rejoice at the idea that the Province of Cincinnati has had the kind
generosity to sacrifice two of its much-needed Brothers for our Japanese Mission Work. I pray Almighty God to repay you all for it,
and to give you many new vocations to make up for the losses sustained.
Our boys are still well disposed and our Cathechism lessons are
well attended, thank to your good prayers.
The other day I received news from Urakami, saying that they
are running low in funds, and find it hard to make both ends meet,
with their eighty candidates to feed daily. As you know, all resources and supplies from Europe have been completely cut off. The
Superior General tells us to do what we can, but, he cannot do anything for us any more. So we must continue begging elsewhere,
although we are reluctant to do so; but to save the apostolic school
there is no humiliation to which we are not ready to stoop.
We sincerely thank you and all the Brothers and benefactors of
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America for the great help you have sent us so very often, and sincerely hope that notwithstanding hard times and unfavorable circumstances you will continue doing for the Apostolic School of Urakami all that will be within your power to do.

D. W. Lyncu, 718

T is a great thing, this practice of “saving up.’

Now at these

words, many may be inclined to scoff, thinking it applies only
to money. And often as they have tried, the weekly or monthly
payroll, just didn’t seem to leave anything, after expenses were

paid! What a mistake!

Yet, these must not forget that knowledge,

too, may be stored up. And when knowledge and experience are saved,

along witha little of the kingly metal, a person has a sound foundation upon which to rebuild when the blizzard of ill luck uproots the
tree of success.

But money really is a very practical article to have when needed.
The single man, earning fifteen dollars a week, is the one complaining of the “high cost of living.” Yet, his partner on the work-bench,
handed an equally padded pay-envelope each Saturday night, does
not find it insufficient to go ’round. And this partner puts three of
those dollars in the bank just as sure as pay night comes; and with
the remaining twelve dollars supports his wife and two children in
quite a comfortable manner. Both men are growing older. The single man wishes to marry, but “his income won't let him.” The married man, on the other hand, is weekly increasing his account at the
savings bank, and when unable to work, in his feeble years, knows
he will be independent. Yet, the latter man finds, I dare say, as
much enjoyment in life as his single friend.
But, I said knowledge and experience must be saved up. They
are often essential. Let us take a concrete example. In a small New
York town, an aged couple passed this last Christmas Day with no
fire and but a loaf of bread and a little milk for a meal. A charitable
woman accidentally ran across them the day after Christmas, and
their story was pitiful. The old man, now seventy-six, had saved
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some six thousand dollars by the time he was sixty-eight years old.
His
The
live
and

son, now grown
aged father had
on his savings.
his business ran

to manhood, conducted a prosperous business.
retired and settled down in his little home to
The son early began to drink, then to gamble,
down through neglect. The indulgent father

“backed him up,” over and over, till his very home was heavily mortgaged. Alas! this was a case where knowledge, or perhaps experience, was lacking at the right time. The old man, unfortunately,
did not foresee that the son, not trying, in his early stage of down-

fall, to improve himself, would take every cent of his father’s savings. The son has since disappeared.
In the larger cities, lack of forethought produces innumerable
suffering. Here might be mentioned a condition that a league of.
laymen and doctors in the American metropolis are trying to bet-

ter.

Hundreds of children, taken seriously ill, are deprived of a

physician’s care, because of the lack of money to defray his charges.
Too few fathers foresee the imminent iliness, the weeks out of a job
that are bound to come some time, and when trouble does fall upon
them, the frenzied parents find the family purse has but a few pieces
of silver in reserve.
Many men are under the very false impression that banks care
only for the business of large firms and wealthy patrons. In fact, I
heard a man say that he went to the bank once to start an account.
But when he got in line with the men in fashionable dress, his five-

dollar bill shrunk in his pocket. He left the line, and never tried to
save since. To men like him, I would say: “The savings banks, the
loan associations, all cater especially to small accounts.

Go there,

if the national bank looks too far away.”
The idea of savings, happily, is becoming more general every
day. The United States government realized this some years ago
when it opened the postal savings bank.
That institution has
grown, till today, hundreds of thousands of people, earning small
wages, are the possessors of gold bonds issued by our government.
These bonds are given when a deposit reaches ten dollars, and for

each ten dollars afterwards. Once.a man has one bond, saving seems
easier, and he has a small fortune within a few years.
The schools, too, have taken up the good work. One day each
week, in some school, the pupils deposit their pennies with the super-

intendent, who in turn deposits them in the bank.

Surely, this is a

praiseworthy undertaking.
But as a word of advice, let every one try to save something.
Scholars should conserve their experience in small things, to help
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them later in large undertakings.

And every one, from the time

he starts to earn, should make a practice, yes, even a hobby, to put
aside a little of his earnings for a “rainy day.”
soca cmoce2

The Well-Informed Man
EDWARD STUHLMUELLER, 717
HE little god of coincidence seems to have presented every
village with its old corner-store. There is nothing unpar-

donable in that. -Like the old feudal system, this cornerstore stands as the center or the heart of an ambitious,

metropolitan germ. It furnishes food for the growing population, calicoes for the village fashions, and corn-cob pipes for the founders and
sages. You remember that in the feudal castles there resided the
liege lord. Here in the village store is also a sovereign. Sometimes
he holds a pocket-knife instead of the scepter. His throne may be
an Ivory soap-box. His sole ambition may be to hit the gaping cuspidor. You say, “Who is this man?” “They say” he is the old pio-

neer of the village. But more than that, he is the well-informed man.
Information acts with him like gasoline with the automobile.
This village well-informed man floated down the Miami River in a
birch canoe.

He dodged arrows on that first trip.

settlement that you now call your home.

He planned the

In a few words, he is the

Britannica of your village. He predicted this war in Europe. However, he tells us of peace after the struggle. He knows the price of
hogs and shaving soap in Chicago. The potato-bugs consult him

when searching for buyers of seed-potatoes. He knows how many
Fords are turned out in a day. Astronomy is his favorite pastime.
The weather-cocks wait for his directions.

He is the well-informed

man.
There are other classes of well-informed men.

I mean the men

who succeed in their professions. The big newspapers and periodicals
of the country are edited and reviewed by well-informed men. We
need not infer that they are based upon truth and piety but they
are well-informed. I heard a liar say that President Wilson was
well-informed regarding the Mexican situation. He may have been

well-informed when he wrote “Our Country and its Government,”
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but times have changed and so has the President. There are some
well-misinformed evangelizers who have returned from the Latin

countries of South America. They launch forth to save and convert
the happiest people on the globe.

Their lofty aim is to rescue those

“priest-ridden” people from their “doom.” After they have remained
there, studying the possibility for a minister’s pension, they write a

book of “The Latin. Countries of South America.” After they have
seen enough of South America to get sun-tanned, they come back
to us well-informed, and plead for the ignorant savages of Argentina.
Some of the most striking advertisements of the country are invented and originated by the largest correspondence schools of the
world. The point of their advertising is gathered about this motto
or question: “What do you know?” They do not say, “What can
you do?” They offer us a means to become well-informed. Everybody wants men who are well-informed in their chosen profession.
Colleges and universities strive to produce such men. Manufacturers
are looking for well-informed engineers, and the higher arts are asking for literary men. The world depends on well-informed men.

Salt and Salve
LAWRENCE Montanus, 717

OHNNY runs to his mother, tearfully exhibiting a knife-cut
finger. Mother washes it and covers it with soothing, healing salve. While she hurries for a bandage, Johnny reasons
that so much pain should receive some compensation. Forgetful of his wound, he thrusts his hand into an inviting crock on

the shelf.

He swiftly withdraws it squeaking with pain.

It wasn’t

sugar that he found, it was salt.

In our existence on terra firma we are in much the same state
as Johnny’s finger. Our individual natures are, as it were, so many
fresh cuts—tender spots of our being that are affected by everything
with which they come in contact. They are sensitive in the highest
degree to all the influences of the other natures that assert them-

selves.

‘They are affected by every person whom they meet in the

spirited, pulsating throng of the human family. But not all of those
characters who rub elbows with us are elements conducive to our

comfort and equanimity; not a few of them contribute to our happiness; not a great number of them give us emotional nausea.

In
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the sphere of our acquaintances are persons who are to us as salt
rubbed into a wound. There are those who are as proud flesh in it;
others, who are as precious, healing oil poured into a wretched cut.
If for one minute we suspect that anyone navigates life’s course
without meeting all of these kinds of persons, we do ourselves an
injustice—injustice, because we really do not permit our instinctive
insight to exercise its power of seeing life as it actually is. The
motley crew of good ship Earth is recruited from mates whose characters are various combinations of divers traits. Naturally some of
these traits must be radically opposed. As a result we find crossgrained species, whose meetings produce those foul and fair winds
that blow on every sea. And we do not have to sail to Asia or Africa
or to Australia to hunt them up. Just let some of us get out of our
“bunks” some morning, and if we do not meet several of them before
the briny air has produced an appetite, then we are not human.
The best known and most assertive of the cross-grained species
is the human nettle group—people whose mere touch is an exciting
sting, whose mere presence is the cause of those “hot waves” of the
soul. The emotions which these characters arouse in us are not the

most agreeable, nor the most elevating, for they grate on us—grate
with a hard “g’” and a rough “r”; they “get on our nerves” just like
squeaky chalk at a blackboard; they sandpaper our very souls. The
more we see of them, the more unbearable their presence becomes,
until sometimes we speculate whether or not there are some persons
in the world whose only office is to make others uncomfortable.
Why we entertain such kindly predispositions towards some
hopeless mortal is at timesa little difficult to determine. Generally,
however, they can be ascribed to odd and erratic actions, in our minds,
at least, ideas as to his conspicuously idiotic actions. When some
‘rattle-brained man-shaped mass of animal matter lumbers up, and in
the mother tongue, horribly lacerated, scoffs at the idea of studying
English or any other language, can we blame ourselves for straining

our ribs until they creak and groan in their effort to hold prisoner
the raging emotional storm? Or when some promising Hercules insists upon giving a gorilla punch, after a neck-twisting and arm-

wrenching fete, can we be blamed for entertaining the sentiments of
Gulliver in ropes at Lilliput?

When some budding genius, hoping to

blossom before the summer of his class has come, tickles his professors’ ears before courses and thrives upon the dew of exasperating
questioning during courses, can we be censured for insisting upon
his explaining publicly why he was a swamped candidate for an office
in a college organization?
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Besides such courtesies, we have other ways of expressing our
appreciation of having the fur stroked the wrong way. In many
cases, words able to convey our feelings flee as cats before dogs;
and those few remaining, nearly collapse under the caustic weight
they must carry. But with brutish disregard of feeling, we hurl these
hand grenades with force and accuracy. No remarks are too bitter,
no flaming glances too sizzling. Our stirred up impatience and subsequent peevishness dispose us to be unwarrantedly hateful and trickish, for willingly do we perform mean and despicable things just to
make life uncomfortable for one with blameless intentions. In these
circumstances we are much like friend Porcupine who arches his back
and stiffens his quills for the comfort of every aggressor. But we are
not quite so considerate as this targeteer, for we do not lay down

our arms when we see that he who approaches intends no harm.
We want to strike, and strike we do even if no real “causus belli” has
presented itself.
Another class of people with whom Fate seems to cast us are
those who recall one’s ocean trip—with the seasickness in the van.
These harmless creatures do not provoke nor enrage us, for there is

not in them a sufficient cause to produce a manly passion. By their
irresponsible antics they excite in us emotions ranging from pity to
absolute disgust; they are mere feathers that tickle our throats or a
soap-suds emetic that permits us to enjoy the wholesome “hand-maid”

of emotional seasickness. We have all met them in those slippery
sneaks that use only Sherlock-Holmes methods in all their dealings;
in those wobbly invertebrates who can’t say “No” when occasion demands; and in those childish effeminates to whom powder, all-day
mirrors and Style Park clothes are indispensables and whom puppylove capers‘and a pretty face raise into an ephemeral heaven.
In contrast to this latter class and to that mentioned before, we

have the last member of our trio—the salve for Johnny’s cut.

They

are those to whom we are drawn by the likeness of character, by the
graciousness of their bearing, by the generosity and gentleness of their
spirit. They are the hope and the solace of every life. In them we

find a refuge from the blasting storm outside; in them we look for
and find that consolation and that strength which must be given to
every wounded soul; in them there is an harmonious response to

every chord of our being.

They are friends—real, true, steadfast

souls whom we understand; friends, through whom life becomes
more inviting, more liveable. ©

While we may have friends whose indulgence overlooks our idiosyncrasies, yet in the eyes of others we may be guilty of just what
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we condemn. And why? Because Misunderstanding, the mother of
most of the difficuties of fellowmen, holds undisputed sway.

We,

ourselves, through ignorance of character, or upon unstable grounds,
may have wrongly judged others, others may have done the same.
Hence, it is up to us to put away prejudice and to come half-way
across “No Man’s Land” in order to help unite all in the sacred bonds

of fellowship which make pleasant sailing on the voyage of the seaworthy ship, Earth.

For All Is Gossip
s
Gforce R. KInstie, 717
VERYBODY knows the gossipper..

So do you.

If you do

not, either the airy vibrations do not hit the tympanum of
your ear, or you constantly walk in a state of somnambu-

lance, or you live in a land where there are no back fences.
In any case, you miss a symphony of inharmonious harmonies noted

for their wonderfully irregular syncopation, and you can pride yourself in the fact that your land is free from gossip.

But is it so?

ly, for the school of gossip is a universal institution.

Hard-

The gossipper

exists in all degrees and pedigrees. Sometimes, it is a daughter of
Erin. Often it is a product of the German lowlands. Sometimes it
is a boasting Britisher, and even a native of Jerusalem. But what interests you most is that she always talks but seldom says anything,
for it is only gossip.

First of all, you certainly are acquainted with Mrs. Talk-overthe back-fence. She evidently has taken an intermission from her
work, for she has issued from her kitchen in a state of unrest just
as the men-folk issue from a theatre between acts, when the tragic
atmosphere of the interior is too heavy for their constitutions. Perhaps, she is carrying a dish-towel, perhaps a pie-roller. Nevertheless,
her gingham apron reminds you that “just a little bit of heaven fell

from out the sky one day.”

She takes her stand at the back fence.

If there is no fence she stands where the fence would be if there were

one. She always seems to be upholding some all-important point of
argument. She can feed you on any subject, from the fact that Mr.
Dolittle has landed a job to the fact that you can obtain three bars

of soap for a coupon and a nickel. Too often she tells you why she
doesn’t like Mrs. So-and-So. She knows the faults of the late arrivals
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across the street, and she wants you to know them, too. She does
not think that the Newly Weds will get along well, just because “He”

has not the apron-string disposition, and “She” is of the scepter-bearing kind. This is the serious part about her; and while she is entertaining you at the expense of another’s reputation, very likely little
Johnny is suffering from an uncomfortable feeling in his great toe,
caused by its intrusion through a hole in his stocking. She has forgotten that her husband’s vest is held together by two buttons and

one in imminent danger of falling off. Only the odors of a burning
dinner will remind her of the fact that the meat has been frying for
an hour.

But her dinner has now the appearance of ancient Rome

after Nero had set a match to it,—for all is gossip.
You often wonder why some men complain that their supper
of last night was raw and tasteless. If you consider the grocery in
the same light as you do the railway station in a two-by-four town,
you have already solved half the question, Both take on the character of a public meeting place at certain hours of the day. Thus,
the grocery is often the place where the street gosipper discusses cer-

tain subjects that would be irritating in the presence of men, namely.
that two more buttons are now being used on shoes; that the dresses
this season are not “cut on the bias,” and that her hens are laying

more eggs than the hens next door. Then, when she is charged five
cents more for potatoes and two cents more for bread, she gives Wall
Street an eloquent walloping.

Wall Street, however, does not care,

for it, too, has gossippers, but of a masculine and harsher kind. When
she sees that it is becoming rather late for her intended menu, she

buys a can of something already cooked. Perhaps it is one of the
fifty-seven varieties; perhaps it is not. Nevertheless, this explains
the rapid evolution of canned meals. This gossipper has a hard time
getting home, since everybody she meets must hear her tales. Yet,

all that she says put together would strike you as important as “It
will be a nice day tomorrow if it doesn’t rain.” A little later you can
see her spreading before her husband the ready-to-serve meal.

In a

few hours this pitiable victim will envy her peaceful slumber when
he must strike the midnight patrol in spasmodic dyspepsia. And
the furnace is out,—for all is gossip.
If you want to witness gossip at another angle, rent a line from

Central for an hour or two on the evening after a fashionable bridge
party. This granted, you would hear some such conversation as:
_ “Hello. Yes, this is Mrs. Magnagab. Wasn’t it simply grand

at the club this afternoon?
crowds.”

Mrs. Brown always has such sociable
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“What.”

“Yes; her lunch was very good.
salad.

| wonder how she made her

I must have Johnson to make some.”

“Indeed, I do not like her.

She is so old-fashioned; and I have

heard that she has a large doctor bill standing out for some time.

|

wish she would no longer come to bridge. Why, she deliberately
pushed Fido off when he was amusing himself with the hem of her

dress.

‘That reminds me.

I must send to the jeweler’s Fido’s col-

lar. He actually broke it in two from rage. Poor thing, he was so
outrageously treated!”—and so on forever. This is only at one end
of the line, and a continuation of the afternoon’s idle discussions.
Poor Fido! How he is mistreated! Don’t you think that if Fido
could speak he would utter a few surprises? You wonder how long
somebody’s patience will endure. Yet, the earth is still revolving,
even if all is gossip.
Some one has said that the three best ways of spreading news
are to telephone, telegraph, and tell a woman. Many people doubt
the truth of this saying. Do you? Very frequently it is just as feasible to tell a man.

A man, too, will go about in the factory or else-

where, telling all he knows, and never cease from talking.

In a man,

however, it is not gossip. You call it by another name; and you are
not slow to inform him where to get off. You are not afraid to let
him know that you don’t believe it all.

the futility of gossip.

Men, however, usually see

Hence they rather desist.

They know that,

beyond the facial calisthenics it affords, gossip is as empty as their
pockets on the morning of pay-day. So do you. Hence, the moral:
Never tear down what others have labored hard to build, rather than
have a hundred heavy bags to unload on Doomsday. Moreover,

don’t wonder if the daily paper should ever inform you that the suffragettes have made a haul in a Western State, or that Lillie Green

was struck by a “Henry,” or that his father died from a stroke of
acute indigestion, for all is gossip.
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HE big policeman stared down at the mangled figure and
gritted his teeth. The child in anguish made his lips twitch
and quiver. The crowd surged and encircled him as a
flood of human sympathies. Men turned away and shuddered. Some looked on motionless and wondered. Women and girls
muffled their sobs in wrinkled hands and dirty aprons. Even the
motorman feared to move his car. Newspapers and pennies were
scattered on the wet street. The rain gently spattered the red headline of the latest extra. A dirty and ragged newsboy pushed through
th crowd and rushed into the circle. He dropped:on his knees, and
the policeman roughly pushed him aside with, “Stand back there kid!”

The little fellow dropped back on his hands.

He brushed the long

hair out of his eyes and gazed up at the stern policeman and gasped,
“Dat’s me pal!” They bore the bleeding corpse away and the crowd
gradually moved on.

Such a scene occasionally interrupts the rushing mass of a city’s
humanity. It merely plucks a little soul from the endless procession
of life. It abruptly breaks the bonds of two little, unknown pals.
Poverty had marked these two little pals and pitted them against
natural bonds of blood or kinship. The seed of a juvenile friendship had sprung from the darkness of a tenement house. Their

world was none other than the sultry and cold streets of a dirty city.
There, amid the clanging of street-cars and the hoarse yells of newsboys, they struggled and smiled. It was there that a blind, yet faithful friendship prompted them to shout the “uxtrees” of the days and

nights. The little brown pennies were gathered and equally shared.
Each starved and shivered for the sake of the other. Nobody noticed
the two ragged “‘newsies” darting and shouting through the crowds.

Now the Angel of Death had severed the ties that entwined the two
impoverished hearts. Anyway, they were pals, and death is a bitter sting to little pals.

There are pals in all walks of humanity.

A thousand homeless

pals marched in Coxey’s army and disbanded for better or worse.
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Just now, there are several pals warming their ungloved hands over
a blazing log. No; it is not a Yule-log nor a wide Colonial fire-

place. These do not exist along the byways and footpaths of tramps.
This is just a confiscated railroad-tie that rolled down the embankment. These “knights of the road” have banded together to boycott
the laws of energy. This avowed pledge is renewed over the blazing
log and the aroma of coffee. The bill of fare does not consist of select
dainties from a mother’s cupboard. However, fate has selected them
to avoid the realm of work and they are discordantly contented. The
rules of their society must be obeyed and complied with. There are
railroad-ties to be counted; thousands of cross dogs are to be located
and censored; the charitable sentiments of housekeepers must be tes-

tified to and vindicated by these “boes” of leisure. Yes, indeed. Their
lofty purposes demand the most loyal and discontented strata of useless manhood.

All these facts of duty are solemnly declared over the

blazing log and the aroma of coffee.

Several cans of the black nar-

cotic are washed down to interior darkness. The finger-bowl and
toothpicks are gracefully passed around the circle of ruined bankers

and uncrowned dukes!

‘The red linens are tucked away.

The shel-

terless gentry take one more view of the prosperous surroundings of
factories and workmen. The blazing log has died down to embers, ~

and the hobo-pals hit the trail to a land uncontaminated by work.
Yes; there are pals in all strata of society—from the thug to the

royal head. Dago Frank and Lefty Louie were pals in their underworld of environment. They died behind the walls of Sing Sing as
tools of more crafty and more honorable criminals. Many of the
crowned heads of Europe were pals in the same nursery abroad.
Christopher Columbus and his son were pals when they begged for a
hearing of history’s greatest discovery. The humble missionaries,
Marquette and Joliet, braved the dangers of the North American wilderness as pals. As soldiers of Christ they traversed the unexplored

“Father of the Waters.”
It is said that Alexander Hamilton and Aaron Burr served as
pals in Washington’s military staff. At least, they planned and
fought for the same love of freedom. After the war, the two young

patriots entered the legal profession.
positions for the government.

Both rapidly rose to exalted

Later, in their political pursuits, the

ties of friendship were torn by the strains of rivalry.

This political

antagonism gave rise to the famous duel. History tells us that Hamilton refused to shoot at his pal. The great statesman fell a victim
of the jealousy of his former friend. Pals are often estranged by the
petty quarrels of human nature.
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There are no warmer pals than the aged couple who recall the
years of marital happiness. Memories of a past unite the two en-

feebled hearts. Cupid had picked their path through the fleeting
school-days. He had scribbled their names in books and along the
roadside. Cupid whispered words of love to them as they became
man and woman. The man donneda black suit, patent leather shoes
and a white bow-tie. She blossomed forth in a white gown, a flowing white veil and carried flowers. The society-editor lazily occupied
the last pew and sympathetically composed the usual descriptive lie.
The organ pealed under the touches of a Mozart; the curious choir
chanted; the bride trembled like a sun-kissed lily in the gentle
zephyrs; the bridegroom weakened and perspired; a mother wept

and a father rejoiced.

The newly-united pals rode in a glossy black

hack. But all these events happened fifty years ago. The pals had
bounded through life strengthened by the graces of that day of days.
They lived and loved and labored as pals should.
Only a mother and father can be our dearest pals. We forget
the respect and reverence we owe to a father who labored and sacrificed much for us. There is no pain so intense as the grief of a father
over an ungrateful daughter or a wayward son. Think who clothed
and few us! He advised and counseled us in our days of doubt and
unrest. He may have been stern and restricted us in our plans and
desires. But he knows the whims and ways of the world. He is a
pal to us.
A mother’s tear! What world of sadness abounds in these two

words! ‘There are no pals who will kiss a fevered brow; no friends
who will weep and pray with a mother’s sorrow and faith! Yes, indeed.

Our sweetest pal is our mother.
“Youth fades; love droops, the leaves of friendship fall:
A mother’s secret love outlives them all.”

The Origin of Socialism and the Reason
of Its Rapid Development
ie

T is within comparatively recent times that the doctrine of Socialism has taken on a somewhat tangible form. Yet, if we
would trace its complete development, we must return to the
dawn of civilization itself. From the earliest times, men have
striven

for the

ideal,

be

it

in

literature

or government.

Thus,
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we find Plato, in his “Republic,” depicting an ideal state, wherein
communism was the form of government. Among the Romans, the
Gracchi attempted to institute a form of Socialism. They limited the
territory of each citizen, distributed the surplus goods among the
poor, and obliged the state to nourish needy citizens. (Psychology
of Socialism, Le Bon, p. 9.)

St. Augustine, in his “City of .God,” pictures a perfect social
state, where love and holiness rule instead of the false cystems set
forth in pagan society. Thomas Moore, in his Utopia, pictured the
ideal society as one in which the poor shall not perish for want, nor
shall the rich be idle through excess of their riches.
Perhaps, the most famous of all Utopian states is‘that of Campanella, depicted in the “City of the Sun.” His ideal state is a Republic. All things are held in common and dispensed by magistrates.
The members would benefit in social, temporal and spiritual progress.
“Arts, honors and pleasures are all in common, and are held in such
a manner that none can appropriate anything to himself.” (City of

the Sun, p. 225, quoted by Guthrie, Socialism before French Revolution, p. 169.)
Thus, we see that during all ages, men have pictured to themselves an ideal government, and in every case, communion of goods
is the central idea. But the masses of people were in no position to
attempt a realization of these ideals, and hence gave little attention
to them. Towards the beginning of the XVIII century, a change
came over the condition of the common people. In England, the
people had long possessed certain constitutional rights, and then the
people of other countries began demanding concessions from their
rulers. They were still in a wretched condition, to be sure. They
were driven off to war at the whims of their rulers; they were heayily taxed and kept in subjection. They had all but lost faith in the
“divine right of kings,” and with this belief shattered, and the realiz-

ation of their own wretched condition to urge them on, they began
to insist more and more upon their rights, and to strive after means
looking toward the betterment of their condition. And since from
earliest times a communistic state has been held up as the ideal government, it is only natural that their first tendencies should be towards such a state. From this time we can count theorigin, ‘the

development of what today is known as Socialism.
Professor Bliss says that five periods of Socialism are distinctly
marked:
“1. A negative or preparatory period, beginning with the French
Revolution and coming down to 1817.
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“2. A formative or Utopian period, lasting until 1847, and including the utopian schemes of Owen, Saint Simon, Fourier, Cabet,

and others of lesser note. It culminated in the Revolutions of 1848.
“3. A period of reaction, or at least of inaction, when Europe,
as far as Socialism went, was lying fallow from 1849 to 1862.
“4. The period of International, from its foundation in London
in 1864, to its virtual disruption in the separation of the Socialists and
the Anarchists in the congresses at the Hague, in 1872.

“5.

The present period of the Social Democratic movement,

commencing after the breaking up of the International, but becoming

active in most countries outside of Germany only in 1880 to 1883.”
(Handbook of Socialism, Bliss, p. 43-44.)
Since Socialism has never been put into actual practice on a large
scale, the most feasible method of tracing its development is to do
so by means of its leaders. Robert Owen is the founder of early

English Socialism.

He was a successful manufacturer.

active interest in the welfare of his employes.

He took an

He helped them along,

restricted the sale of intoxicating liquors and educated the young.
His theories were thus the outcome of his philanthropic efforts. In
1813 he formed a new company. The profit was to be not more than
5 per cent, and the rest was to be divided among the employes. In
1863 he published a number of essays, exposing the theories upon

which his system was based. His main idea was that environment
determined character, which is still an important tenant of Socialism.
The theory itself is old; its newness lay in his attempt to apply it.
In 1817, in a report to the committee of the House of Common on
the Poor Law, he exposed views which practically form his views of
Socialism. He said that pauperism was the result of the competition
of human labor with machinery.
The remedy was the united action of men and the subordination

of machinery.

He suggested that communities of 1200 people settle

of tracts of 1000 to 1500 acres, living in a large building with a common kitchen and mess hall, but each family having a private apart-

ment.

After the age of three years the children were to be raised

by the community. His plan was favorably received, not only by the
common people, but by the Duke of Kent, father of Queen Victoria,
and by the Times and Morning Post. Just as he was about to carry
out his theories, he had an occasion to address a meeting at London,

in which he declared his opposition to all forms of religion. This
proved a death-blow to his cause, as far as securing influential help
was concerned. Later on, he tried out his theories at Abriston, Scotland, and New Harmony, Indiana, but both adventures were failures.
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From this time on, until his death in 1858, he was engaged in the
propaganda of Socialism. (History of Socialism, Edition 1906, Kirkup, p. 59-70.)
Owen was the first to use the term Socialism. Its meaning as
understood at this time was rather vague, but it reflected the opin-

ion of the public. A few of its early definitions follow:
Roscher: “* * * those tendencies which demand a greater regard
for the common ideal than consists with human nature.” (Idem, p. 5.)
Adolph Held: “We define as socialistic every tendency which
demands the subordination of the individual to the will of the com-

munity.”

(Idem, p. 5.)

Loveleye:

“In the first place, every socialistic doctrine aims at

introducing greater equality in social conditions, and in the second
place, at realizing those reforms by the law or state.” (Idem, p. 5, 6.)

Von Scheel:

“Economic philosophy of the suffering classes.”

In France at the time, anda little earlier, too, we find commun-

istic views propagated by St. Simon, Bazard, Fourier and Enfantin.
St. Simon was the most famous. His idea was that the state should
be reorganized so the industrial chiefs should control society. The
influence of the mediaeval church should now be wielded by men of
science.

The social aim was to produce things useful to life; the

final end of social activity is “the exploitation of the globe by association.”

His theories made little headway during his life.

In 1828, Bazard gave a serious of lectures exposing and promulgating the theories of St. Simon. Together with Enfantin, he formed
a communistic group, which contained some really brilliant members.
It lasted but a year, and then broke up, many of its members later on
achieving fame. The idea of building the Suez Canal began in this

school.

(Idem, p. 22, 23.)

Fourier brings to a close the early period of socialistic development. He was a business man, who had an excellent opportunity to

study economic conditions. A certain incident, the holding of some
rice by the rich for higher prices, while the poor were suffering in
distress, caused him to attempt to change society.

He advocated a

society in which the commune was the central authority.

His fatal

mistake was in advocating a free rein to the individual in those matters which would tend to debase him. His theory included a kind of
free love, which doctrine, with the exception of Enfantin was not
recognized by the rest. Thus, the first period in the development was
one of theorizing and propaganda work. There was no general attempt made to institute a state based upon the theories of Socialism.
The communistic settlement of individuals, such as Owen, Bazard
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and Enfantin cannot be looked upon as a general attempt to establish Socialism.
The second step is much similar to, and in fact partly overlaps the first.

The propaganda and theoretical work continue.

New

exponents arise in Proudhon and Louis Blanc. Although Proudhon
tended towards Anarchism, rather than Socialism, yet he was influential in advancing the latter theory. His environments were largely in-

strumental in fashioning his economic ideas. He was born of poor
parents, did humble work as a boy, and at the age of sixteen entered
college at his native city. He was too poor to buy the necessary
books, so he borrowed them from his schoolmates and copied his lessons. There is a story told of young Proudhon returning home, laden
with prizes, to find that there was no dinner for him. He worked in
a printing establishment for a time, and thus helped to educate him-

self.

His most famous and influential book is “What is Property?”

His answer to this question has since become famous—*‘Property is
robbery.” For him the ideal society was one in which there was equal
pay, a society based upon the principles of justice, liberty and equality. He has such faith in a government founded upon these princi-

ples, that he believed that ethical progress would eventually make
government unnecessary. (Idem, p. 51-58.)
Louis Blane was far more practical than his contemporaries. He
maintained that it was first necessary to have political power, and
that the people should first strive after this. With such power they
could institute a democratic government in preparation for a social
reorganization. ‘The state should organize social workshops, which
the workers themselves should manage. At first he advocated unequal
pay, but later came out in favor of equal remuneration. ‘We notice

that with Blanc, the theories of Socialism became more practical.
They afford more of a working basis. The result was that in the
revolution of 1848 attempts were made to establish social workshops. Those of Paris are familiar to all. They were established,

not by the advocates of Socialism, but by its opponents, with the intention of discrediting such workshops. These workshops soon
failed, and with the close of the Revolution of 1848 ended the first

attempt to introduce Socialism.

It likewise closes the second period

in the development of Socialism.

In connection with the revolutions of 1848 there appeared one
of the most famous of socialistic literature. It the Communistic
Manefisto, written by Marx and Engles.

“Judged simply as a literary achievement, the little German
pamphlet of twenty-five octavo pages, which came in February, 1848,
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from an obscure London printery, is a work of rare genius. Had its
authors done nothing else their fame would be secure.” (Karl Marx,
His Life and Works, John Spargo, p. 109.) The Manifesto shows the
development of the proleterian class. It maintains that all history
is but a repetition of the class struggle.
“A revolution in the methods of production, which gave birth to

the capitalistic era, revolutionized also the whole character of society, replacing feudal conditions and institutions with others better
adopted to the needs of the new era.”

(Idem, p. 109.)

Although now

commonplace, this doctrine was at this time something original. The
main point in the Manifesto is that it traces the historical development of society from the economic and social viewpoint and through

class antagonism.
“The capitolists’ system is shown to be a logical and necessary
stage in social evolution,—its institutions, the resultants of economic
conditions.” (Idem, p. 111.)
This document had an immense influence on all future Socialism, and practically all the tenants of modern Socialism are based
on its principles.
Following the failure of 1848, Socialism suffered a period of reaction which lasted until the formation of the International in 1864.
This marks the third period in the development of Socialism.
The formation of the International in 1864, and the appearance
of Marx’s Capital in 1867, mark an important epoch in the history of
Socialism. Both were influential factors in the development of the
movement.

“The International Workingmen’s Association, commonly called

the International, was formed in London, in 1864. It was a society
of workingmen of all nations somewhat like a cosmopolitan trades
union, but with a still broader resemblance to an international social

science association, for the discussion and furthering the rights of
labor.”

“Its prestige was always based more on the vast possibili-

ties of the cause than on its power.”

“The fall of the International

can be traced to the after results of the revolution in Paris in 1871,
which wasafailure.” “It split into a faction when Bakunin and his

followers withdrew.” (Encyclopaedia, Brittanica, 11th edition, vol.
XIV, p. 694.)
About this time, Marx’s Capital appeared. This book is to Socialism what the Bible is to Christianity. It is a ponderous work in
three volumes and few persons have the patience to read it through.

It might be said to be an elaboration upon the Communist Manifesto.
Many of its ideas are the same as those expressed in the former work.
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The central idea of the Capital, however, is the theory of “surplus
value—the doctrine, namely, that after the laborer has been paid the

wage necessary for the subsistence of himself and family, the surplus produce of his labor is appropriated by the capitalist who ex-

ploits it.”

(History of Socialism, Kirkup, p. 136-137.)

Ever since its appearance, the Capital has been the fountain of
socialistic information and doctrines, and it is the greatest single

factor in the development of the movement. Under the impetus given
it by the formation of the International and the appearance of the
Capital, Socialism made rapid progress and gained many adherents

until its disruption at the Congress of the Hague in 1872. On this
occasion, the Anarchists led by Bakunin withdrew from the socialist
movement. This, of course, took many members from the socialist
ranks, but it did not prove a serious blow to Socialism, for it merely
took away the more radical members. Up to this time, practically all
groups of radicals enrolled under the banner of Socialism. From this
time on, it more nearly consisted only of those who really professed
Socialism.
With the breaking up of the International, the fifth and final
period in the development of Socialism begins. Socialistic Democratic
parties began to be founded in all the countries of Europe, and later
on also in the United States. By means of literature of all kinds,
frequent meetings, and congresses, local associations and gatherings,
Socialists keep in touch with each other and work for the good of the
cause. Today, there is a Socialist party in practically every country
in the world, and in some countries as in Germany, it wields an enor-

mous influence.
So far we have shown the origin of Socialism and its development. Now we will undertake to show the reason for its rapid development. Let us begin by picturing the condition of the common peo-

ple just prior to the French Revolution. The long wars of Louis XIV
had exhausted the resources of the country.

The debauchery of his

shameless court had become familiar to the people, and as a consequence royal prestige shrank. There remained a vast distinction between rich and poor which was gradually becoming augmented. In

addition, the poor man was heavily taxed. He had to pay a tax for
the right to guard his crops, and another tax for permission to sell
them. Excise duties were laid on the most common necessaries of
life. The most hated and most unjust of all was the salt tax, two-

thirds of which was levied on one-third of the kingdom.
“Under such a system and taxation, the gap between the rich
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and poor constantly widened. Famines and bread riots became periodical in the XVIII century. In 1715, immediately after the war of
the Spanish Succession, one-third of the population, 6,000,000, were

said to have perished of hunger and destitution. In 1840, Bishop Massillion wrote to Cardinal Fluery that the mapority of the rural inhabitants have, for half the year, to deprive themselves and their children of the sole bread food, made of barley and oats, to pay the
taxes.

The country swarmed with beggars, smugglers, poachers and

brigands; thousands of them were imprisoned, sent to the gallies,
hanged, or broken on the wheel.” (General History of Christian Era.
Guggenberger, p. 121, vol. 3.)
Such was the condition of the common people of France in the
XVIII century. And in other countries the condition was about the
same.

But an economic change was taking place.

The people were

just coming out of their hereditary degradation and hopelessness
;
conquerors had come and gone, but burden still remained the lot of
the working man. “Brief and fitful gleams of a wild and desperate
hope had visited these poor people before, only to go out again in

utter darkness; but now in a sky which had so long been black and
dull with monotonous misery, the rays were discernible of approach- ing dawn, a shining light which would grow into a more perfect day.”
(History of Socialism, Kirkup, p. 89.)
Into such a fruitful soil fell the seeds of the Revolutionary teachings of Rousseau. His Social Contrast imbued the people with the
idea of a free state without kings and emperors, and the people themselves forming a contract for the recognition of their rights. The
masses began to realize their own power, and the French Revolution

was their attempt to assert such power.

In the development of So-

cialism, the French Revolution is important, not because its attempted to institute Socialism, but because it marked the first attempt, on a large scale, of the common people to rebel against the

absolute rule of their kings and emperors.
-Now that this condition had been established, namely that the
people were no longer afraid to assert and even demand their rights,
other causes contributary to the development of Socialism came thick
and fast. Hence, the theories of Socialism developed rapidly. In
the industries, men and women had to work long hours, as much as

fifteen hours a day, while vast changes were taking place which further augmented their suffering. Agriculture had largely yielded to
manufacture and commerce. With the rise of manufacturing industries, the number of inventions increased rapidly. Kay’s fly shuttle
came in 1738, which revolutionized the weaving industry; Watt’s
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steam engine appeared in 1769, Hargreave’s spinning jenny in 1770,
Cartwright’s power loom in 1787, and Ely Whitney’s cotton gin in
1793. (Socialism and Social Reform, Richard T. Ely, p. 50.) The
result of these changes was that mass production, division of labor
and specialization of functions largely superseded individual efforts

and acquired skill in industry.
Private property “places in one man’s hand the power of owning raw material, machinery, land, factory and finished product; and

the power of hiring men to operate the machinery and to convert

the raw material into marketable wares.

As long as this power was

limited to hand industry, the proletarian movement was abortive.
When the industrial revolution linked the ingenuity of man to the
power of nature, it so multiplied the potency of the possessor that
the proletarian movement by stress of circumstances became a great
factor in industrial life.” (Socialism and Democracy in Europe,
Samuel Porth, p. 3.) These changes made possible the factory system and what socialists term “capitalism.”

So long as each mechanic

worked for himself he would receive all profits of his labor. But when
he, together with many other workers, labored in a factory, the factory owner, who supplied the tools, raw materials, etc., was able to

take for himself a part of the profits of each worker.
Marx calls “surplus value.”

This is what

Now it is mainly upon this one tenant

of Socialism that the entire fabric rests.

The theories of Socialism

were made possible because of the introduction of the factory system.

But it is not enough that the theories of Socialism should be
formulated. There must be reason for their acceptance by so many
people, and the reasons are not hard to find. The power of the individual is increasing, politically speaking.

Industrially, he had been

transformed from an independent mechanic to a factory hand; but

politically, he had increased his power and right. Then he had become a critic. He was no longer afraid to express his opinions, and
with an ever-increasing number of agencies, books, papers, mcet-

ings, etc., he readily availed himself of to air his views.
The gorgeous promises which Socialism held out to the masses
enabled it to obtain a strong grasp upon many of them. They did
not stop to ask themselves whether these promises were able to be
fulfilled.

‘The prospect of short working hours, with large rewards,

for their labor, together with many luxuries then available only to

the rich and nobles, this was a goal so enticing that they never
stopped to consider its plausibility. They simply enrolled under the

banner of Socialism and began to work enthusiastically for its propagation.
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Then, as the writer in the Live Issue (Live Issue, Nov., 1913)

says: “The advocates in any new movement have enthusiasm.

It is

often easy to secure adherents, and their forces are quickly organized,
while their opponents are not. This is an important factor, for an
organized body can always make better progress than an unorganized group. Then, an organization is generally more active, alert and
persistent. By means of press, pamphlets and meetings it can take
up an active offense, while its opponents are constantly fighting on

a defense.”
Perhaps, the most important single agency in the propaganda
and development of Socialism is the socialist literature. In socialist
literature we can include also lectures, meetings, street-corner meetings, etc. The number of socialist newspapers, magazines, books and

pamphlets put into circulation is enormous. By this means they are
able to reach millions. Socialistic periodicals are not the only medium
of publicity.

In the daily press, Socialists are quick to resent

any criticism of their doctrines, and they never let any opportunity
pass of exploiting their views. Then by means of street-corner meetings, lectures and political campaigns they often reach a class that
cannot be reached any other way.
.
The socialist agitator is quite cunning in carrying on his propaganda. He will wage a persistent campaign against real and appar-

ent abuses, although if these abuses were remedied it would deprive
him of a strong argument. “But Socialism does not decry these evils
for the purpose of curing them.

It cries fire, not for the purpose of

putting out the fire, but merely to point it out.

It has no desire to

save the burning building; it would rather the building burn to the

ground as an evidence of its destructibility. But the fact that it does
give an alarm is in so far good, but there is no intent on. the part of
Socialism to save the structure.”

(Conde Pallen, Live Issue, Nov.,

1915.) Socialists are ever ready to point out defects and to preach
discontent, for they realize that “the success of a socialist agitation
depends not merely on the existence of industrial evils, but of the
readiness of the masses of man to harken to a gospel of discontent.”

(Socialism, a Critical Examination, Skelton, p. 16.)
It seems that in many cases the best way to further a cause is to
oppose it. The enemies of a cause often do more to help it along than

do the supporters. This was largely the case with Socialism, especially in Germany. Bismark sought to down Socialism by opposing
it. In 1878 he enforced the anti-socialist laws. Newspapers and
meetings advocating Socialism were suppressed. It became a popular saying that the only place Socialism was free to speak was in the
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Reichstag. His efforts had a temporary success. But they only
smothered the flames for a short time; later they burst forth on a
larger scale than before. The movement grew by leaps and bounds,
and in the election of 1890 it showed remarkable strength. Bismark’s
system of repression was killed, and the anti-socialist laws were not
renewed. As a result of Bismark’s opposition the Socialist strength

increased three-fold.
However, later on, Bismark did much to retard Socialism by

yielding to reforms.

Evils that need correction form the main topic

of socialist discussion. Such subjects are worked to the greatest advantage. But when these evils are corrected and the socialist can no

longer harp upon them, he loses one of his biggest talking points and
vote catchers. It was thus that Bismark, by yilding to reform from
time to time, did much to check the growth of Socialism, but only
after he had much more to promote its growth.

Coming down to our own day we find that there are many causes
that are contributing to the spread and growth of Socialism. As said
before, Socialism thrives upon existing evils and abuses, and many
of the evils of today are doing more to promote Socialism than all the
socialist agitators together. Nor does the fact that reforms are instituted from time to time help the matter, for as Herbert Spencer
said, “the more things improve the louder become exclamations about

their badness.”
ton, p. 17.)

(Quoted in Socialism, a Critical Examination, Skel‘

There are thoughtless rich who have no regard for the rights or
sufferings of others, who oppose every well-directed change, and to

top this off, they continually flaunt their wealth in the faces of the
poor.

Gorgeous banquets, receptions, entertainments and other lav-

ish displays of yealth, all tend to breed dissatisfaction among the
poor, and to make of them Socialists and Anarchists.

:

Speaking of this class, Vice President Marshall said: “If the
moneyed men of the United States do not heed the warning, or if
they haven’t sufficient power of observation to note what is going on
in this country, they are unfortunate and may awaken some day to a
realization of their situation. These men are doing more to promote

Socialism in this country than any other agency. (Live Issue, April
26, 1913.)
_
The corruption often formed in large business contributes its
share—not a small one by any means—to the spread of Socialism.
The practice of granting rebates, of issuing watered stock, of freez-

ing out and defrauding small stockholders, of influencing legislatures
and even congress, of trespassing on the law, of tharging extortive
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prices and often insultingly disregarding the rights of the consumer,—
all these practices make people disgusted with private ownership of
large industries and to demand government ownership of such indus-

tries, which is mighty close to practical Socialism.
And finally, there is a demoralization of the upper strata of so-

ciety.

The scandals often given by those who are in a position to

command attention, and to whom we should look for an example,

tend to lower the stand of morality in general. This, coming at a
time when the unequal distribution of wealth is producing a greater
and greater irritation upon the masses, makes them despise the system of government which permits such a thing. They long for a government where there is greater freedom and more equal distribution

of wealth, and as Socialism holds before them such promises, they
naturally turn to Socialism.
Summing up the causes that contribute to the development of
Socialism, we find that at a time when the masses were coming out
of a hereditary bondage, political and economic changes were taking
place. Politically they were acquiring more rights, and were not
afraid to express new views. Industrial changes were taking place,

which made possible the development of the theory of Socialism.
With the theory once repressed, there were many reasons for its

ready acceptance. It contained many rosy promises; it was supported
by much literature; it thrived upon abuses and evils which are ever
present. The opposition it encountered only served to strengthen it.
The enthusiasm with which it held its supporters made them eager

to work for their cause, the massing of men in great cities where
they were subject to socializing influence, and finally, the attitude

assumed by the money interests, the corruption found in big business and the demoralization in the upper strata of society,—all these
causes added their share in furthering the development of that social, political and economic movement, known as Socialism.
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New Year’s

New Year’s is a time of transition; we pass from
the old to the new. As we stand on the threshold
of the dawning year, we often wonder what the future holds before

us.

But we wonder in vain, and our efforts to fathom the unknown

are futile.
While the future is obscure, the past is spread before us. We remember the days, as one by one they slipped away into dim, distant

oblivion. The days are gone, but the deeds remain. There are deeds
that will ever remain in our mind, though the days have faded from
our memory. Now is the time to review our past life. Has our conduct been satisfactory? Have we employed our time and talents to

the best advantage? Have we been a success spiritually and temporally? Have we given a word of cheer to the down-hearted or consoled the sorrowful?

Have we grasped the opportunity to do good?

Have we kept the Golden Rule?
Perhaps we might think it is difficult to answer these questions,
but it is not. Let us imagine that we are called upon to live the past
year over.

Would we live it in the same way that we did?

probably not.

Most

When we reflect thus our faults come back to our

minds; we see our mistakes, we see the little acts we might have

done, but neglected to do.

ful sign.

That we see our own faults is a hope-

Let us make note of these and call them our New Year’s

resolutions.

They need not be long and elaborate; these are too
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easily broken.
need correcting.

Let them be short and simple, just our faults that
These are the kind of resolutions that are made to

be kept, and are kept.
Perhaps some of our resolutions are already broken. If so let us
not be discouraged. The year has only begun, and most of it lies before us. Let us mend the broken resolutions, and then keep them all
to the best of our ability. If this is done, then next year’s resolutions
will not embrace all the faults of this year. And then we can look
back upon the faded year as a year well spent.
The Past
Year

Another year has passed into history. Have you
taken time to reflect a few moments over those

hours that were yours?

As a social being, a col-

lege man, can you look back with pride and say you have done your

duty—not a slavish fulfillment of what would further your selfish
interests, ingratiate you with those above you, but on the contrary,
devoted part of your time, your brains, your energies, that the little
college world about you might be improved, built up, and perfected?
Generous activity for unselfish ends keys the doer up to a degree

of efficiency that perfects the regular work of daily routine. On the
other hand, the selfish-grained man, turned unfalteringly one way,
the way of least resistance, invariably turns out to be a sluggard, his
work becomes a drudge,—all because of the small vision before him.

Strange to say, even adults are slow to learn the secret of happiness—
ridding oneself of “self.” What better way, what other way is there
than by generously co-operating with those about you to help along
in the many things that need your time, your strength, your leadership that little things and big things be accomplished.

Therefore, look into yourselves. If you have leda selfish life
the past year, look deeper and admit that it has been an unhappy
one, one that made the world about you gloomy, the activity of others
a reproach to you, and yourself one big morbid grump.

Yes; it was

that selfish nature of yours that did not let you rest easy, stirred up
the only latent activity in you into perverted energy that expended
itself in destructive criticism. Yes; and those at whom your blunt
shafts were sent, gauged the small caliber of your mind, never flinched

while you whizzed your poisonous shafts about them, but kept right
on ignoring you and your pygmy brained shots.

College men! beware!

Habits of laziness and destructive criti-

cism are easily contracted. Once a habit, it is hard to rid oneself of
it. If, unfortunately, you have been addicted to this pernicious habit,

rid yourself of it, be a man, and co-operate to make the world about
better because you have lived in it.
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Contributions

The largest single gift to an American college was

to Colleges

that given by Charles M. Schwab to his Alma
Mater, St. Francis College, Loretto, Pa. The sum

of $2,000,000 was the magnificent token of appreciation and loyalty.
Other gifts during the month of December were the following:

Dec. 1.—$250,000 to the University of Chicago Medical School,
from Martin A. Ryerson, of Chicago, Ills.
Dec. 1.—$134,000 to Northwestern University, from James G.
Patten, Evanston, Iils.
Dec. 1.—$35,000 to Lawrence University, from Edwin St. Clair,

Appleton, Wis.
Dec. 3.—$600,000 to Columbia University, from unnamed donor.

Dec. 4.—$200,000 to University of Chicago Medical School, from
Charles H. Ruddoch, New York.
Dec. 7.—$75,000 to Methodist College, Tokyo, from M. Katsuko,
New York.
Dec. 7.—$500,000 to Yale University, from Charles W. Harkness,
New York.
|

Dec. 8.—$5,000 to Woman’s Medical College, from Mary lL.
Wharton, Philadelphia, Pa.
Dec. 9.—$250,000 to Muskingum College (O.), from various
donors.
Dec. 10.—$7,000 to Western Reserve University, from various
donors.

Dec. 11.—$5,000 to Woman’s Medical College, from Mrs. S. M.
Vanclare, Philadelphia, Pa.

Dec. 11.—$3,000 to Yale University, from Mary Harkness, New
York.

Dec. 13.—$100,000 to Brown University from unnamed donor.
Dec. 17.—$500,000 to Cincinnati University, from F. H. Baldwin, Boston, Mass.
Dec. 18—$500,000 to Hamline University, from various donors.

Dec. 18.—$55,000 to Westminster College, from unnamed donor.
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Dec. 19.—$500,000 to Chicago University Medical School, from
various donors.

Dec. 20.—$300,000 to Massachusetts College of Pharmacy, from
unnamed donor.
Dec. 21.—$22,000 to Harvard University, from Gordon McKay,
Boston, Mass.

Dec. 21.—$12,000 to Hampton Institute, from Simon Guggenheim, New York.

Of the foregoing, “Campaigns for Colleges” brought results from
the generosity of alumni and friends for the following colleges and
universities:
Muskingum College, Muskingum, O., $250,000.
Western Reserve, Cleveland, O., $7,000.
Hamline University, $500,000.

Chicago University Medical School, $500,000.
It seems to be all a matter of education.

The time is past when

alumni can say “we paid for our education.” The spirit of generosity forbids such utterances. A man’s Alma Mater today is looked
up to with pride, no matter how small or old-fashioned she may be.
Charles Schwab might have given his $2,000,000 to the University of
Pittsburg or to Yale, but gratitude prompted him to give his gift of
$2,000,000 to little Loretto College, lost in the hills of Pennsylvania.

Alumni of St. Mary’s, emulate the example of these benefactors
to colleges. Contribute to the Mechanical Engineering Fund. Remember that St. Mary’s needs an Auditorium, a Gymnasium, a Natatorium, a Science Hall, and a fund for equipment.
Loyal alumni give of their abundance or of their little mite to
make Alma Mater a greater force for good in the educational world.

Think it over and see what you can do!
NUGGETS
Clem.
Yamashiro, ’15

“Yama,” our star athlete, is back home in Lahina,
Maui. He is connected with the Pioneer Mill Co.,
and is gaining practical experience installing hydraulic and steam turbines. He wishes to be remembered to all his
3

friends, especially his “Sunday friends.”
Hugh

“Hugo” is located in the Ludlow Arcade Market,

Sacksteder,’12

Dayton, proprietor of a stand that retails fruits and
vegetables. Don’t think Hugo is a dyed-in-the-wool

farmer.

Oh, no!

Hugo still sports as forward in basketball.

season he is active with the Triangles.

This

He hasn’t informed us that he
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has quit the proprietorship of the “stand,” so we take for granted he
is at least controlling his old location.
Harold
McEntee, 713

Harold, who hails from the Queen City, is holding
down a job in one of the “Bullet Works” of Dayton. He is a steady caller at the College for all

athletic events, and pays his old friends, Leslie Porter and Eulogius

Lause regular Sunday visits.
Seminarians

His smile refuses to wear off.

St. Mary College is well represented at Mt. St.

Mary’s Ellenora, Ohio. Over twenty hail from
S. M. C. During the Xmas holidays, a small gathering of seminarians enjoyed an afternoon at their old haunts in the Varsity Club
Rooms Among those present we remember John Dillon, Carl Ryan,
Robert Sherry, Leo Walsh, Thomas Cobey, Thomas Kearns and

Francis Schumacher.
Others who called at the College were Francis Mueller and
Eugene Gerlach.
John Dillon is still strong in his adherence to Wilson and the
Democratic party.

Carl Ryan, our brilliant editor-in-chief of last

year, chatted over plans for The Exponent with the managing editor.
There was a decided demeanor about our young seminarians that
showed the effects of the religious atmosphere in which they live at
Ellenora.

Best wishes to you all, and may God speed the day when your
fond parents will have the great pleasure of witnessing their sons
celebrate the Eucharistic Sacrifice at God’s holy altar.
Frank
J. Keogh

Frank and his brother called to visit Alma Mater.
Frank is located with the Chape-Stevens Paper Co.,

of Detroit. They recalled Brother John Waldron
and Father Tragesser with fond recollections. Frank claims the
proud distinction of having been the first to climb up the inside of
the newly completed towering chimney at the power house in 1897.
Erie R.

Erie Munch is a busy young man in Eisenberger’s

Munch

Cigar Store, Third and Main, Dayton, Ohio.

He

was recently married to Miss Glenna Theiss.
The happy couple had a honeymoon in the Middle West.

They

now reside at 1541 Richard Street.
Congratulations Erie, and best wishes for a happy sailing over
life’s matrimonial sea.
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Alumni

H. L. Ferneding won his re-election for the Judge-

Politicians

ship of the Court of Appeals; Bernard Focke was
; and
elected to the position of Prosecuting Attorney

Francis C. Canny has become our new State Representative at Columbus.

Ben appointed Joe Murphy of baritone fame, to a position

of assistant in his office.
Congratulations, one and all.
won

We are tickled to death you

out.

College Notes
HIGHEST HONORS FOR DECEMBER
Collegiate Department
Senior Arts—Lawrence Montanus, 94; George Kinstle, 92.

Senior
Senior
Junior
Junior
Junior

Engineering
Engineering
Engineering
Engineering
Engineering

(Ch. E.)—Joseph Windbiel, 96; Robert Hummert, 96.
(E. E.)—Albert Krusling, 95; George Brennan, 94.
(Ch. E.)—John Crowley, 93; John Roth, 92.
(E. E.)—Paul Stanton, 95; Leslie Porter, 94.
(M. E.)—Russel Garrison, 94.

Sophomore Arts—Dean McFarland, 92; Lawrence Weber, 91.

Sophomore Engineering—Joseph Schaefer, 91; Waldemar Schmidt, 90.
Freshman Arts—D. Collins, 90; R. Gorman, 90; H. Somes, 90.

Freshman Engineering—William Boesch, 96; Emil Kessler, 94.
High School Department
Fourth High—H. Weinert, 97; W. Westendorf, 91; T. Carroll, 91.

Third High-A—Joseph Murphy, 94; Francis Elardo, 94.
Third High-B—Herbert Abel, 94; Clar. Youngerman, 91.
Second High-A—Lawrence Menninger, 96; Joseph Miller, 95.
Second High-B—A. McCarthy, 92;
niewicz, 91.

E.

Menker, 91; J.

Duell, 91; A. Mich-

First High-A—Joseph Deddens, 93; Louis Freeman, 90.
First High-B—J. Lamoureaux, 96; J. Miles, 94; H. Raiff, 94.
First High-C—William Meyers, 97; Norbert Westbrock, 97.

First High-D—J. Schwind, 94; N. Pfeiffer, 93; E. Rohr, 93.
Business Department
Second Business—J. Fletcher, 95; C. Brunner, 91; P. Starret, 91.

First Business—J. Kinney; Leon Ruder.
Elementary Department
Eighth Grade—F. Gwinner, 95; C. Derry, 95; C. Petkewicz, 95.
Seventh Grade—Charles Minnock, 95; John Caren, 94.
Sixth Grade—James Hatcher, 96; Victor Comer, 90.
Fifth Grade—Louis Stuhldreher, 94; Joseph Keller, 89.
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Sodality
Reception

The reception of new sodalists into the Sodality of the
Blessed Virgin Mary was held Saturday, Dec. 16, in the
College Chapel. Rev. Bernard P. O’Reilly, S. M., President of S. M. C., officiated, assisted by Rev. Clement Wulf, S. M., and Rev.
John Rauscher, S. M. Rev. Lawrence Yeske, S. M., preached an eloquent
sermon on the occasion.
New Candidates
in
Sodality B.V.M.

The following candidates were admitted into the Sodality of the Blessed Virgin Mary, Dec. 16, 1916:
St. Gregory Branch—Ray Gorman, Roger Kerwin.
Branch

No.

1.—Philip

Rudd,

Herman

Winterick,

Paul

Starrett, Niel Ashe, Henry Lai Hipp, Vincent Malloy.
Branch No. 2——John Payette, C. B. George, Stephen Maloney, George
Schmig, Alfred Poliquin, Murray Powers, Gerald Kranz.
Branch No. 3.—Leo Abels, Maurice Aufderheide, Joseph Donohoo, Eugene

Dunn, Edward Dury, William Fritz, William Johnson, Paul Kinnen, Harold
Melina, Herbert Monarch, Ysidro Reyna, Joseph Stuber, Edward Van Arnheim, Frank Lynch, Thomas Ovington, Gordon McNerney, John McGreevy,
Francis Von Bessler, Lois Ulrich, Edward Barhorst, Louis Freeman, Philip
Gottron, Arthur Gottron, Paul Swint, Martin Cloran, Clarence Pelzer, Matthew Kinnen, Ned Payne, Leon Ruder, I,ouis Hart, Cornelius Toohey, Daniel

Casey, Leo Quinn.
Branch No. 4.—Edward Koehnen, Richard Stengel, Norbert Pfeiffer, Norbert

Westbrock, James

Burns,

Robert

Burns,

Paul

Cunningham,

Herbert

Dwyer, Sylvester Miller, Fred Reames, Edwin Rohr, John Sullivan, Lawrence
Ulrich Herbert Wagner, Eugene Weidner, Harold Zoeller, Edward Richardson, Wilbur Kramer, Harold Demann, John Holvoigt, Hubert Holvoigt,

Leonard Whelan.
Branch No. 5—Thomas Jordan, Frank Macklin, Charles Minnock, Leonard Niesen, John Oakley, Carroll Sprunck, Paul Roberts, George Volz, Urban
Wenstrup, Varley Young, Yvon Rahe, Joseph Amersbach, Eugene Anderson, Robert Beck, John Boyle, John Caren, William Clendenin, Joseph Donovan, William DuBrul, Joseph Falk, Francis Guiney, Norbert Hils.
Branch No. 6.—William Ashton, Fred Gwinner, William McCarthy, Jas.
Coffield, Martin Dugan, Edward Gerlaugh, Jos. Janning, Ohmer Slaven, Thos.

Tierney, James Whalen, Raymond Wuertz, John Zubrod, Gerhard Gordon.
The members of Branch No. 3 were generous in contributing towards a
Xmas Fund inaugurated by Eugene Busch. Eight Xmas baskets were sent.
to poor people of the city. Edward Heile reported that all the members had
joined the Eucharistic Section and participate in frequent and even daily
Communnion.
Apostleship

The promoters of the League of the Sacred Heart of

of Prayer

Jesus have been holding regularly their monthly meet-

ings. In the first formal meeting of the scholastic year
on November 12, particular stress was laid upon the obligations of a true
Promoter of devotion to the Sacred Heart.

A Promoter deserving of the

name and of an official recognition by the General Director of the Apostleship, should comply with the prescriptions of the local Director, namley, distribute promptly the monthly leaflets to the Associates of his band, obtain a
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comprehensive report from each member and attend regularly the monthly
meetings. He ought also to make it a duty for himself to recite daily a
decade of his beads as an offering to Our Lady for the monthly intention
recommended by the Pope and receive Holy Communion weekly in reparation to the Eucharistic Heart of Christ.
Associates are requested to hand in to their respective Promoters any
intention for the living or dead, according to which they desire their fellowAssociates to pray.

These intentions, let it be noted, are sent to the General

Director of the Apostleship of Prayer in New York City, who forwards them
in due time to the Shrine of the Sacred Heart at Tournai, Belgium, and to
that of Our Lady of Lourdes. Not only are Masses said at these shrines
but 20,000,000 Associates throughout the length and breadth of the Catholic
World offer up their prayers, works and sufferings of a given day for the
same intentions. All intentions handed in from month to month are registered in the Sacred Heart Messenger (the official organ for the Leagu)
and are distributed over the calendar for each month found on the second
page of each League leaflet. Associates, therefore, ought to consult their
monthly leaflet daily.
The special benefits obtained by individual members of the Apostleship
are recorded from month to month in the Thanksgivings published in The
Messenger.

They show the marvelous efficacy of a confident, constant, uni-

versal and persevering prayer.
The League of the Sacred Heart is a union of spiritual efforts towards
saving and sanctifying souls. By no means does it interfere with the good
work of any organization, spiritual or otherwise; rather will it infuse courage-and zeal into their members, inciting all the Associates to a more diligent practice of their duties as Catholic laymen sodalists, religious or priests.
S. M. Acolytical
Society

The evening of Dec. 14 will be remembered by the St.
John Berchman Altar Boys Society. An interesting pro-

gram was arranged by Pres. Joseph Leonard, Treasurer
Willis Lynch, Edw. Stuhlmueller and Aloysius Huber. The President of the
College addressed the members present, complimenting them on their excel-

lent conduct, enthusiastic interest and religious devotedness in helping at
Divine Service. The members were delighted with the President’s words of
approval and encouragement.
' Elocution

An elocution contest, open to students of the First and

Contests

Second Year High School and the First Year Business,
was held Dec. 3. Antony McCarthy, Clarence Derby and

Harry Binger won first, second and third honors respectively.

were a gold medal, a college pin and a fountain pen.

The prizes

The judges on the occa-

sion were Bro. Bernard Reckert, S. M., Bro. James Nichol, S. M., and Dr. LeonDeger, 710.

The following was the program:
“The

Sailor’s

Return,” Norbert

Hils;

March, “National Emblem,” Bagley;
The Sword

of Bunker

Hill, Joseph

Gottbroth; “Defiance unto Death,” Harry Binger; “Little Jim,” Joseph Donohoo; Jubel Overture, C. M. von Weber; “Blighted Hope,” Anthony McCarthy;

“The Orphan’s Guest,” William Meyers; “Papa’s Letter,’ Edward Drury;
“Left on the Battlefield,” Clarence Derby; “Century Schottische,” Zimmer-
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man; Decision of Judges; March, “Fellowship,” Klohr. Music by S. M. C.
Orchestra.
The Rev. Otto B. Auer Elocution Contest was held Dec. 17. It was open
to students of the Third and Fourth Year of High School, Second Year Business and Freshman Arts, Letters and Engineering. Herbert Abel, Raymond
Gorman and Emmet Mattimore won the prizes of $15, $10 and $5 in gold,
respectively. The judges of the contest were: Judge H. L. Ferneding, E.
B. Grimes and Roy G. Fitzgerald. The following was the program: March,
“High School Capers,” by Brown, Student Orchestra; “Valse,” Violin Duet,

by Donald Raymond and Norbert Westbrock; “The Sleeping Sentinel,” Albert
Walsh; “Laddie,’

Adrian

Kuhn; “The Uncle,’ Herbert Abel; “The Polish

Boy,” Charles Lause; Selections, “Bohemian Girl,” by Balfe, Herbert Wittman; “Ninety-eight,’” Emmet Mattimore; “A Night at St. Pelagie,” Raymond
Gorman; “The Pilot’s Story,” Edward Happensack; “Invitation to the Dance,”

by C. M. von Weber,’ Edwin Moosbrugger; Decision of Judges; March,
“Merry Hearts,’ by Wheeler, Student Orchestra.
The contestants for honors in both contests did remarkably well and reflected great credit to the ability and training of their coaches, Bro. Edward
Knust, S. M., and Rev. Francis Kunnecke, S. M., who trained the contestants

in the first and second contest, respectively.
Robert
Parker Miles

Robert Parker Miles was the third attraction on the
Lyceum Lecture and Entertainment Course this season.
He appeared in his dramatic lecture, “Dawn,” Dec. 18. Dr.

Miles was an enthusiastic success on this, his fifth appearance on the College

platform.

He held his audience spellbound, delivered an inspiring dramatic

story of moral uplift and encouragement, and, in a word, delightfully enter-

tained the large crowd that was present, in spite of a big counter attraction of
the highest professional talent on the Civic Music League Course.
The musical program was the following: March, “The World in Arms,”
Teike; March, “Preparedness,’ Deiro; March, “Always Ready,’ Weigand,
Two Step, “Open Your Eyes,” Wenrich; Gloria from Mozart’s Twelfth Mass;
Two Step, “Then We'll All Go Home,” Van Alstyne. Music by S. M. C.
Orchestra.
Second

Second High-B has lived up to its motto, “Let us then

High-B

be up and doing.”

Two members of the class won prizes

in the Elocution Contest.

and Harry Binger the second prize.

Anthony McCarthy, first prize

During Advent the members of the

class undertook to collect money for Peter’s Pence, with the good result

that over five dollars was collected. The boys deserve to be complimented
for the spirit of sacrifice. The average for the class was fifteen cents. That’s
going some! The class won the pennant in the Junior League, onée more
proving that Second High-B is the same as Second High Best. An illustrated

lecture on the Crusades and on Christmas was given to which the Busy B
Literary Circle was invited. The class has bought more season tickets for
the coming basketball season than any other class.

Keep it up, boys.

The

Christmas Number of the Sibca was a hummer and the biggest surprise of
all was the manner in which the class room for Christmas was decorated.
Surely the boys are living up to their motto, “Up and Doing.”
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Busy B

Here again. The boys have returned to school with the
closing of the holidays and are down to serious work in
preparation for the semi-annual examination. The class expects to get a good
general average and stay up among the leaders. Previous to the Xmas vacation, several matters of interest occurred. Clarence Derby won the second

‘prize in the Elocution Contest.

The Darts, representing First High-B on

the court, played the deciding game for the championship of the Junior League,
and because of the absence of two of the regulars from the line-up, lost the

game, thereby putting the Scouts in the lead by the narrow margin of half a
game.

Nevertheless, the Darts showed excellent teamwork and the basket

shooting of Eugene Mayl, our star forward, was the sensation of the league.
The classroom was richly and gayly festooned for the Xmas season. It
was second to none of the High School classes. Lately, also, the boys received its handsome class pin which will be worn by every member of the
class with a just pride.
First High-D

The members of First High-D have all returned to school
after spending a most enjoyable vacation during the
Christmas Holidays. This proves that they have the right spirit and good
will to begin the last half of the school year in earnest; beginning the New
Year in the proper manner.

Even our lone (some) boarder, Roberts, could

not be kept away by the bracing air of the Catskill mountains, although he
was thirty minutes late in arriving. To say the least, all were delighted to
see him back again. Several changes had been made in the classroom during
the vacation, so that the boys were not a little surprised when they entered
it on Friday morning, January 6.
A new map of the World, donated by

Bro. Rush, S. M., a beautiful Roll of Honor, and an artistic blackboard design
of the Class Officers and Committee, are some of the things which helped to
brighten up the room and cheer the fellows. But the most important of all
is the New Code of Morals, specially prepared for members of First High-D.

If carried out faithfully during the coming year, it will certainly be the means
of promoting good order and discipline in our class and perhaps serve as a

model for others to imitate.
in class were:

93%.

The lucky ones who secured the highest averages

Joseph Schwind, 94%, Norbert Pfeiffer, 93% and Edwin Rohr,

The Examiner will be out on Friday morning, Jan. 12, with an attrac-

tive cover design by Bro. Joseph Beyer, S. M.

It is the Centennial Number,

in honor of the Centenary of the Society of Mary.
ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
Hon. Warren
Gard. NEC.

The authorities of the College are grateful to Hon. Warren Gard for a complete set of 100 topographical maps

illustrating

various

physiographical

features

of

this

country.

Ne Grae.
Service

Often we see this motto, “N. C. R. Service” and we know
that it means efficiency in business matters. Not only
efficiency but also kindness.

The N. C. R. has one de-

partment that brings in larger returns of health, happiness and honor than
any other department. We refer to the Welfare Department of which Mr.
D. H. MacKenzie is the efficient director. One of the branches of this very
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helpful department is the Slide and Photograph Department under the able
management of Mr. Z. L. Potter.

Special thanks is due to these gentlemen,

and especially to our friend, Miss Harriet Mulford, for the many kindnesses
shown to the faculty in the loan of stereopticon slides. We are grateful for
these favors, and wish all of our friends a Happy New Year.

The Apostolic School of Japan
FOURTH ENDOWMENT
Total Cash on Hand September 8, 1916
Contributions received since September 8, 1916:

Mrs. Agnes Stanley, $3.00; Mr. Hugo Schneider, $4.00; Miss Jennie
Gunzelmann, $2.00; Mrs. Salome Schantz, $10.00; Mrs. M. Sieben, $10.00;
Mr. Wm. J. Sherer, $5.00; Miss Jennie Gunzelmann, $1.00; Mrs. G.°
France, $1.00; Edward Neder, $1.00; Miss Katherine Sitterle, $2.00; Mrs.
Hirsch, $2.00; Mr. J. T. Barlow, $25.00; Caroline Leies; $5.00; Verena
Resch, $1.00; Rose Resch, $1.00; Anna Resch, $1.00; Val. J. Seng, $1.00;
Margaret Seng, $1.00; Theresa Baier, $1.00; Theresa Schoen, $1.00;
Anna Dorfmeister, 25c; Anna Falkenberg, 50c; Helen Butzen, 50c; Mary
Schuetz, 50c; Mary Ruck, 25c; Barbara Schomer, 50c; Catherine. Lauer,
25c; Emalia Tripp, 35c; Mary ‘Hauswirth, 25c; Anna Weishaar, 50c;
Emalia Vogel, 75c; Clara Teschke, 25c; Elizabeth Mueller, 15c; Agnes
Rass, 25c; Susan Schloeder, 50c; Susan MacFeran, 50c; Mrs. Anna Seiwert, 50c; Anna Schneider, 50c; Mary Wehrheim, 50c; Alex. Bregenzer,
50c; Louisa Franzen, 25c; Frances Urbanus, 50c; Ottilia Buettgen, 50c;
John Muenchen, 50c; Elizabeth Nicholson, $1.00; Aloys Walser, $1.00;
Mary Schnepp, $1.00; Theresa Achhammer, $1.00; Anna Osterkorn,
$1.00; Theresa Martin, $1.00; Elizabeth Renke, $5.00; Mary Wagner,
$1.00; Helena Michels, $1.00; Mary Klein, $5.00; sale of Curios (San
Antonio, Texas) $8.00
:
otal. Casts aise! oc.
Expenses:

fit

Stamps and teas
Rosaries (3 doz.)
Medals (2000) and expressage

Total Cash on hand January 2,

ene be don a nis ebted hal OR ea ee
#

AthleticNotes
VARSITY BASKET BALL
C. Virco, MureHy
S. M. C.—46
vs.

Scoring a field goal in the first eight seconds of play, the
Saints were never headed in their opening game with the

De Sales—19

De Sales club of Cincinnati, over whom they chalked up
the first victory of the season. The five from the Queen

City did not Fait so strong an opposition to the Saints as had been ex.
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pected, and the veteran quintet of the Red and Blue romped around the floor
at will. In the last half, after the game had been cinched, Roth, Virant and
Hess went into the game, and their play was up to that of the men that they
replaced. Mahoney, Sherry and Hochwalt were the biggest point-getters
of the Saints, while Gilligan of De Sales showed the best form of the downstate tribe.
The line-up and summary:
Saints—Mahoney-Roth, |. f.; Hochwalt, r. f.; Al Krusling, c; SherryVirant, 1. g.; Windbiel-Hess, r. g. De Sales—Otto Krusling, 1. f.; Gilligan,
r. f.; Dunlap, c.; Berring, 1. g.; Theiken, r. g.
_ Field Goals—Mahoney 7, Hochwalt 6, Al Krusling 3, Sherry 5, Otto
Krusling 2, Gilligan 5. Fouls—Hochwalt 4 out of 5, O. Krusling 5 out of 8.
Referee—Al

Mahrt.

‘Time of halves, 20 minutes.

Saints—41
vs.
Capitol—26

The Saints won their second game of the season from
Capitol University of Columbus, but only after a hard
tussle, a fast finish on the part of Red and Blue turning
the trick. The Saints were made to hustle during every
minute of the game. The advance dope had it that Capitol City boys had
about as fast a team as any in the state, and they fully upheld their reputation. During the first half of the fray, the Columbus lads were constantly in
the lead.

The first half, however, ended with the score at a tie position,

17-17.
During the early part of the second half, the playing was the same as
was shown in the initial period, but with a few minutes of play left, the Saints

took a brace, gained the lead, and were never overtaken. The passwork of
the Saints showed a marked degree of improvement during the last half, and
it was this which enabled them to gain the lead. When the final whistle
sounded, the score stood 41-26, and the Saints had annexed their second victory of the season.

Insignia
Awarded

In recognition of their services in the College gridiron
sport the past season, the following awards were made:
Monograms—Hetzel,

Summers,

Punch,

Kerwin,

Blum,

Ovington, Genard, Dolan, Heider.
Sweaters—Mendez, Busch, Virant.
Blocks—Windbiel (Capt.), Sherry, Ryan, Alfred McCray (Coach).
WHO’S WHO IN BASKET BALL AND WHY
A few years ago, a long, lanky, freckle-faced lad tipped his hat as he

entered the College park. He looked about him and displayed that noted
smile of Southern hospitality. A long suitcase dangled on the left, and the ©
right arm encircled a battle-scared basket ball. He rapped on the heavy
doors and smiled again—even the basket ball grinned with pride for it had
followed the fame of his elongated brothers through college. The young
colonel unpacked his suitcase, inspected the basket ball court and gleefully
said, “Yes, suh; I reckon I’ll stay.” He did. They called him “Beanpole” or
“Bemis” in those days. Now he is coach, captain, center, forward, electrical
engineer, president of the Holy Name Society and the best dancer in Dayton.
Hasten out to the games and see him do the basket ball glide. If you should
see a hundred wild men frantically waving their hats, and a score of be-o-otiful girls screaming, “Ma-honey!’’—that’s him. He’s the tall gentleman of
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basket-ball repute from Chattanooga, Tennessee, U. S. A. Lately, we have
discovered that his hair is of a basket ball hue. That attribute aids to deceive the opponents as to the whereabouts of the ball while in play. Considering all these qualities, we place great faith in Bemis Mahoney as coach
of the basketball quintet of 1916-17.
We have elected Albert (Red) Krusling as captain because of his ability
to perspire freely, thus eluding the grasp of any rude opponents.

Mr. Krus-

ling stands six-two on two weather-beaten feet. Unfortunately, Red is provided with a bed only five feet eight inches long. Consequently, there is some
portion of Red’s anatomy destined to be exposed to the ravages of the night
air. Every time Red sees a ring, instinct prompts him to reach up and drop
his hat through it. Mr. Krusling owns a portion of St. Joseph Hall. He is
very fond of hot biscuits and sorghum molasses. He has no bad habits, except an appropriate epithet now and then. He sleeps on his right side and
snores freely—eevn proportionately... Please send all bouquets in care of St.
Mary College, Dayton, Ohio.
Norman Hochwalt, our star forward, hails from the Gem City. . We have

selected him in order to tantalize the score keepers and reporters with the
pronunciation of his cognomen. Nature has gifted Hocky with a vociferous
Second Bass cough. He uses no megaphones nor resonators. Some uncultured students have named it a bark. As a classmate, the writer is denied

the right of terminology. He usually tests it during the English and History
courses. ‘This bark is especially adapted for bursting the ear-drums of the
opponent players. His favorite pastime is bisecting frogs and hydra in the
biological laboratories. Mr. Hochwalt is very fond of dogs, chemistry and
psychology. He rides a bicycle up College Avenue hill, which is a good sign
of industry and ambition. He is a model student and an expert basket ball
player. Before each game, Hocky gives an exhibition of shooting twelve out
of ten baskets. It is worth a plugged fifty-cent piece any day to see Hocky
perform.
Joseph Windbiel, a Chicago prodigy, has risen into prominence because
of his marked resemblance to General Von Hindenburg. While the German
general was smashing the Russian lines, Windy battered up the opponents’
lines in football. It was impossible to stop 190 pounds of fighting beef. Joe
plays guard on the champion quintet of Ohio—ahem, that’s us. He plays like
a demon. You have seen an elephant carry telegraph poles—well, that is the

way Windy behaves on the court, with several men on his back.

We heartily

recommend Windy to all feminine hero-worshippers.
However, understand
us well, he is a busy chemist and disapproves of affectatious maneuvers. He
is well aware that eggs are fifty cents, coal, eight dollars per ton, and rent

is going up. Joe is going to wear the bachelor’s robe on Commencement
Day next June. This season is the last opportunity to see Windy in basket

ball attire.

.

Everybody likes Sherry.

Get in line, ye basket-ball fans!

We are not

probing the ingredients of wine, nor do we aim to resurrect that beverage
appetite of yours. We are merely praising Bill Sherry, the fastest little Dayton athlete outside of Mahrt and Sacksteder. We had these two men on our
line a few years ago. So, you see, we turn out athletes who make Dayton

famous. Bill plays so fast that we are unable to yell for him. We just see a
white streak. Anyway, we know he is the head of that streak. Bill is a
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blond—a regular licensed blond. Coaches throughout the state instruct their
teams to watch that little blond, Sherry. Bill is no giant but “gee whiz, they
ain’t nothin’ he can’t do!’”’

We particularly chose Bill to play low and tickle

the knee-caps of our opponents.

These little tactics produce convulsions in

the opponent’s nervous system, and, presto, the game comes our way. Bill
parts his hair on the side and brushes his teeth every morning.
Along with these five regulars, weghave chosen four more pill-tossers. In
fact, we make pill-tossers at the College.
‘The basket-ball germ is in the
atmosphere that surrounds us.
John Roth came to us a “young veteran”

of the Little Giants.

We have selected him because of his ability to win

the games single-handed.
However, he never performs so rashly.
Ludwig
(Skinny) Virant put his head down and just bucked our lines for a touch-

down.

‘“’Taint nuthin’ kin stop him.”

We looked him over and gave him a

berth on the quintet. We chose Mike Hess because of his valuable pompadour. Mike spears the cpponent’s chin with his tonsorial bristles, and thus
transforms his chin to a small-pox appearance. This sudden affliction disheartens Mike’s victim and the game is won—e-a-s-y.
Carl (Desdimona) Deckwitz brings up the rear of our passing basket
ball show. He is another six-footer who keeps the ball up in the cool ozone.
With these nine stars, we boast to lick any quintet around this part of the

hemisphere. We won thirty-eight games without a single defeat. Why
shouldn’t we crow?
Wecan’t be beaten—‘“they ain’t no such thing.”
Epwarp STUHLMUELLER.
BASKET BALL LEAGUES AT ST. MARY’S
Under this heading,.the following article appeared in the Dayton Daily
News sporting section, edited by Jerry Connors, ’05:
The day scholars at St. Mary’s College have organized a basket ball
league that has aroused great interest. The students of Fourth High, Third
- High and of the business department, form the Senior League. In the Senior
League the team representing the Third High has won the first half pennant.
After the holidays the League will resume.
was as follows:

Third High
Business. Department

2123...

The standing in the Senior League

Lost
5

Pet.
615

6

539

arth Plist i. ccs
9
400
The students of the two lowest high school classes form the Junior
League. In this League the greatest interest was shown. First High-B had
a good team, but the subs were weak, with the result that the deciding game
was lost to Second High-B, owing to the poor showing of the subs.

Second

High-B had a good all-around team and won the pennant on its own merit.
First High-C had: small players, good in their class, but too small to. compete with the larger boys.

capped the entire season.

First High-D, owing to a poor start, was handi-

The standing is as follows:
Lost

Eee:

Second High-B

10

.667

First High-B

10

655

Pitst- High
D453 3554572:
First High-C

19

367

TRAINING SCHOOL FOR NURSES
The St. Elizabeth Hospital Training School offers a three years’ course of training in all branches for young
women who wish to enter the nursing profession.
Exceptional chances for practical experience in a hospital of more than 500 beds, conducted by the Sisters of the
Poor of St. Francis.
The largest Eye, Ear, Nose and Throat Clinic in the city.
New and complete department of Obstetrics.
Favorable applicants must have one year of High School instruction, or its equivalent.
Further information will be sent on application to the Superioress of the Hospital.
The St. Elizabeth Hospital Training School,
Dayton, Ohio.

The F. A. Requarth Co.
MILL WORK, LUMBER
and BUILDING MATERIAL
Monument Ave. and Sears St.

Both Phones

The TRUAX HARDWARE COMPANY
Successors to GEORGE GRABEDINKLE
307 to 311 Wayne Avenue
HARDWARE, PUMPS, SEEDS, PAINTS, CARPENTERS’ TOOLS
AND BUILDERS’ HARDWARE
Also Sole Agents for
COLE’S HOT BLAST STOVES AND RANGES
Let Us Demonstrate the Quality of These Stoves

The Olt Brewing Co.
Oilt’s Cream Ale
Has Gained Public Favor on Account of
SUPERB TONIC PROPERTIES

“‘Superba Beer’?
The MALT BEVERAGE of Exceptional
Quality
— Once Used, Always Desired

Phones:

Bell 860

Home 2164 and 2174
o.

Just say—‘Exponent”’ and please our advertisers

Manicuring

Bell Phone Main 3191

The Annex Barber Shop
ROGERS & PATTEN
36 Ludlow Street Arcade
Rear of D. C. & P. and D. & X.
Traction Office

THE SHOP FOR SERVICE

Dayton, Ohio

Visit Our Big New Home

123-125 East Third St.
Everything in

Tools
Supplies
Machinery

The Patterson

Tool & Supply Co.

The John A. Murphy Co, Ideal Dairy Lunch
COAL
118 S. Main Street

ASHLAND SOLVAY

Is the place to

COKE

EAT

The fuel without a fault -

Main Office, 224 S. Ludlow St.
Old Reliable S. M. C. Boys Buy

Adam Deger’s
Cakes and
Confections
Brown Street and Union Avenue
Chas. W. Schaeffer
Geo. H. Gengnagel

Bell Phone Main 33
Home Phone 3333

Bell 888

Home 8828

McDEMRONT & CLEMENS
FINE
PLUMBING
Broomell’s Vapor System of Heating
a Specialty for Residences,
Schools and Churches.
23 N. Jefferson St.

Dayton, Ohio

Buckeye

Schaeffer,Gengnagel &Co, Barbers Supply Co.
Jobbers and Retailers of

Is the place to buy Razors, Strops,
Hair Tonic, Toilet Waters, Perfumes,

COAL

Pocket Knives, Shears, Hair Brushes,
Combs, Etc.

Sewer Pipe, Building Material

CLARENCE S. WIGGIM

Portland and Hydraulic Cement
812 to 828 E. First St., Dayton, Ohio

No. 214 East Third Street
Opp. Public Library

Just say—‘Exponent” and please our advertisers

THE WM. FOCKE’S SONS CO.
Dealers in a Full Line of All Kinds of

Meats, Lard and Provisions
If You Want the Best, Use Focke’s
Free Delivery to All Parts of the City
Phones:

Bell, East 132 and 133; Home 2305

1004-1006 E. Fifth Street.

Packing House: East Springfield St.

Why Not You?
ALL S. M. C. STUDENTS RELISH

ICE CREAM
Made by

THE SWARTZEL ICE CREAM COMPANY
23-25 WEST FOURTH STREET

Leonard B. Witte

Joseph H. Tegenkamp

CATHOLIC LIBRARY STORE
Dealers in

Prayer Books, Religious Articles, Pictures
Importers of Vestments, Laces, Banners, Chalices,
Ostensoria, Etc. Candles, Sanctuary Oil, Incense,

Charcoal, Tapers, Ete.
411 E. Fifth St.

Mission Supplies.

Home Phone 11199

DAYTON, OHIO

@ 0--0--8+ Or-4- ee

/ZONAR’S CANDIES
Are Wholesome, Pure and Delicious

The Finest Ice Cream in Dayton
20 South Main Street

4 East Third Street

Fifth and Ludlow Streets

140 South Main Street

‘
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Health and Happiness
ARE HABITUAL WITH THOSE WHO DRINK
HOLLENCAMP’S
BEER
REGULARLY

HEALTH —Because Hollencamp’s “Golden Glow” Beer
is wholesome and nutritious.

HAPPINESS—Because

it 1s

refreshing, palatable, and a
chaser of tired feeling of either
body or mind

(Independent) Brewing Co.
BOTH PHONES

Tell the “Man” you saw his ad. in The Exponent

QiOrrOre Orare> OOOOH eH

HOLLENCAMP’S

ere

Have us send you a case. Before it is gone you will
already have begun to feel its beneficial effects

Business Solicttation—
Please see us for your future wants

Tailors, Clothiers, Hats and Haberdashing
Yours truly,

THE HOLLENCAMP SONS Co.
DAYTON, OHIO

Established 1873

HARRY SCHMITZ

LOUIS RAUSCH

HOME PHONE 5666

Bakery

The

Bread and Fancy Cakes
1211 Xenia Avenue

Lily Brew
The embodiment of QUALITY
and PURITY
Its delicious taste.

Dee Bee
Cream Ale

Its mild and exquisite flavor has

A substantial and wholesome
nourishment —A_ health-giving

made

tonic

it

the

People’s

favorite

BEER.

for

the

tired,

worn-out

system.

Sold only in Bottles
Order a

Case for

Home

On draught at all bars
Use

Case

Orders Promptly

The Dayton Breweries Co.
DAYTON, OHIO

Tell the “Man” you saw his ad. in The Exponent

Filled

The William Hall
Electric Company
SUPPLIES

AND

CONSTRUCTION

118 West Fourth Street
DAYTON, OHIO

Bernhard Bros.
Blends @2nh2"
Roasters of High-Grade Coffees.
Jobbers of Teas and Spices. You
cannot afford to pass us by when
in the market. Ask your grocer.

BERNHARD BROS.
Pine and Marshall Sts.

Dayton, O.

THE

Herman Soehner
Sole Agent

CARLAND

STOVES
Roofing and Spouting
General Jobbing

112 South Jefferson Street
Be sure and ask for

John T. Barlow Co.

Dayton Ice Cream

Wholesale

Absolutely Pure and Wholesome
Manufactured by

Dayton

DRY GOODS
and NOTIONS

Ice Cream and Dairy

Third and Sears Streets, Dayton, Ohio

Perfection Butter is the Best

Company
Home Phone 2688

Bell Phone 688

THE DAYTON LUMBER AND
MANUFACTURING COMPANY
Lumber

Lath and Shingles
Manufacturers of
Doors, Sash, Blinds and All Kinds of
Mill Work

Young Man
If there is anything new in
Hats and Caps, we have it.

Hamiel Hat Co.
Exclusive $l and

$2 Hatters
for Men, Young Men & Boys
Corner Fifth and Ludlow Streets

Tell the “Man” you saw his ad. in The Exponent

EAT

Laurel Butter Crachers
BEST ON EARTH
Manufactured only by

THE DAYTON BISCUIT COMPANY
BEWARE OF IMITATIONS

For dress Wwe suggest
that “nifty”
made with a
Not built on
but built to

English shoe,
moderate toe.
EXTREMES
FIT the foot.

FERNEDING SHOE STORE
42 East Third Street

25 Perrine St.
DAYTON, OHIO
Bell Phone 3893

lintanior Decorators

PROFESSIONAL PAGE
@ 0 0-90--O--8--0--8--&
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A GOOD WORD—
Is Heard on Every Side About Our “Sepia Portraits”

The Leeser Studto
Successors to the Bowersox Studio

137 Canby Building

Dayton, Ohio

Twenty-five Years from Now
You will wonder just how you looked when in
college, young and full of vigor. We can furnish
you a copy of your likeness that will please you.

SMITH BROS., Photographers
18 EAST FOURTH STREET

F. C. Canny, 09

C. W. Whalen, ’07

Ben

Westbrock

UNDERTAKER

Canny

Whalen |:Feu:

eee

Home—2485

Home—4142

Attorneys-at-Law

sees

Ts

012-1013 U..B. Building
Bell Main 2774.
DAYTON, OHIO
Just say—‘Exponent

Automobile Funerals
a Specialty
Rates for Automobile Corteges Given
on Application
‘nd please our advertisers

PROFESSIONAL PAGE

DR. F. S. KELLER
Dentist
4-5-6 Lyric Theatre Building
Bell Phone, Main 989

Home Phone 5522

Bell Main 1429

Home 4839

Albert Pretzinger—Edw. P. Musselman
ARCHITECTS
1125-28, 1138-39 Reibold Building

DAYTON, OHIO

Office Phone—Main 6050

Residence Phone—Main 7701

DR. O. B. KNEISLY
Dental Surgeon
1107 CONOVER BUILDING
ST. ELIZABETH HOSPITAL
Tuesday and Friday 11-12 a. m.

0. S. & S. O. HOME, XENIA, OHIO
Monday and Thursday, 9 a. m.-5 p.m.

MAIN OFFICE—Tuesday, Wednesday, Friday, Saturday, 8:30-11 a. m.—1-5 p. m.

Sunday, 9:30-11:30 a. m.

DR. LEON DEGER
Dentist
227 South Jefferson Street

Graduate of

eee oe

Opposite

Majestic

ST. MARY COLLEGE, '10
!

UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN, ’16

‘Plan your work and
work your plan”
The painstaking wage earner plans his work and is paid
in proportion to the value of his methods and plans.
Include in your plan the depositing of your wage in an
Interest Account in this Trust Company, and by systematically working this plan your future as a wage

earner will be secured.

The Dayton Savings
6 Trust Co.
108 South Main Street

The New Year is
a good tine to begin to advertise

Tell the “Man” you saw his ad. in The Exponent

The McCabe-Shepherd-Coe Co.
O. P. McCabe, Pres.
Jane Coe Gardner, V. Pres.
Bruce C. Shepherd, Sec’y-Treas.
SECOND FLOOR, REIBOLD BUILDING
Phones:

Bell 526, Home 4728 and 6665

Representing Leading Fire, Casualty and Bonding Companies
Prompt and experienced service in all Insurance lines

QUALITY
CUT RATE DRUGS

PRETZINGER
33 East Third Street

Mike A. Nipgen & Company
Wholesale and Retail Dealers in All Kinds of

WINES AND LIQUORS
Sole Owners of Nipgen’s Malt Rye
The Best for the Palate and Medicinal Purposes in the World.
Distributers of Sheboygan Mineral Water and World

Famous

Bell Phone 397.

Ginger Ale and Sunny Brook
Home 2397.

Whiskey.

136 E. THIRD STREET

Our Line of

Sporting Goods
Please the Athletes at St. Mary’s
College. No Better Goods Made.
Send for Catalog.

The Draper & Maynard Co.
PLYMOUTH, N..H.
Tell the “Man” you saw his ad. in The Exponent

Bell Phone Main 413

:

Home Phone 2413

The Weakley & Worman Co.
Wholesale Grocers

DAYTON

OHIO

500 East Third Street

,
,

The Cappel Furniture Co.
HOME

FURNISHINGS

Furniture
Carpets, Stoves, Linoleum
Those who seek newer ideas, choice patterns or a

greater degree of exclusive designs, will do well to inspect our immense line of House Furnishings always
on display at prices lower than others dare to ask.
Largest in Ohio—Pioneer Credit House
South of Old Post-office

“The Wayne”

215-221 South Main St.

121-123-125 East Fifth St.

Tell the “Man” you saw his ad. in The Exponent

Prince’s Toric Lenses
Every Optician in town is ready to
serve you. But EYESIGHT is PRICE-.
LESS.
Right Glasses are important.
Will you place yourself in doubtful or
incompetent hands?
PRINCE’S TORIC LENSES can not
be bought of any other houses no matter what they claim.

Don’t Visit Cincinnati

Without Calling On Us
And have your sight fitted
with a pair of PRINCE’S

Celebrated

Toric

1m
.

:

Lenses.

ae

oe

—

Optician
108 W. Fourth St.

@

PHONES—Main 830, Main 832, Main 833, Main 834, Main 835.

A. Janszen & Co.
Wholesale

Grocers

S. E. Corner Second and Walnut Streets
101 to 117 East Second Street

CINCINNATI, OHIO
Just say—‘Exponent” and please our advertisers

